Creative solutions to meet your challenges
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Editorial
Technical, environmental, practical or economic
challenges o�en lie behind the design,
construction, preservation and upgrading o�
bridges, tunnels, commercial and industrial
buildings. And guess what?
We love the challenge!
Here at VSL, we use our collective brainpower
to fnd innovative solutions that exceed even
the most stringent requirements so that we
can bring added value and turn the most
complex projects into reality.
We are delighted to present a selection o�
this year’s diverse and inspiring projects that
we have contributed to. We are proud to be
a part of their success and would be proud to
become part of yours !
Sincerely yours.
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Jean-Yves MONDON

VS L CEO
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DISCOVER
THE VIDEOS OF
OUR PROJECTS
This INSIGHT edition is a connected book: you can directly access
�ve videos in order to enrich your reading experience. These �ve
�lms show some VSL projects, new ofers and expertise in terms o�
technologies, bridge construction, ground engineering and repairs.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
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Download the �ree
application
available in the App
Store and on Google Play.

Open
the app
with your
smartphone.

3
Take a picture
o� the page
and watch the
flm!

WHERE CAN YOU FIND OUR FILMS IN THE BOOK?
A logo is drawn on each connected page.
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CONSTRUCTION
OF TRANSPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE
VSL is proud to have helped improve connectivity in many
countries over the past decades. We have used our
specialist expertise to contribute to the success
of a number of road and rail projects, mostly in
dense urban environments.
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CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

CAULFIELD TO
DANDENONG LEVEL
CROSSING REMOVAL
1

MELBOURNE, AUST RA LIA

VSL has recently completed construction o� 6.2km o� elevated railway to remove level
crossings on one o� Melbourne’s key rail routes. VSL was responsible �or the segment
precasting and �or the use o� �ull-span installation techniques – the �rst application o�
this kind in Australia. The project highlights VSL Group’s capacity to overcome space
constraints and deliver large and challenging projects whilst ensuring public sa�ety
and maintaining tra�c fows.
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AUSTRALIA

PRECAST SEGMENTAL &
FULL S PA N CO NSTRUCTION

CAULFIELD TO DANDENONG LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL

BRIDGE-BUILDING WITH MINIMUM
DISRUPTION IN AN URBAN AREA

T

here are numerous railway crossings
in Melbourne that traverse major
roads at ground level. This situation
creates sa�ety risks – the level crossings are dangerous to both pedestrians and road users and also cause signi�cant
tra�c delays on the road network.

project was awarded to the Alliance, VSL �ormed
a sub-alliance with Lendlease Engineering and
CPB Contractors to carry out the precasting o�
the bridge deck superstructure and the erection
o� 6.2km rail viaduct bridge deck �or Area 1.
Erection was carried out using a straddle carrier
system, never be�ore deployed in Australia.

The Victorian state government has made a commitment to remove 50 level crossings by 2024.
The removals have been split into a series o�
packages, which have been tendered at intervals.

Successfully designing and implementing a construction system to
operate adjacent to live rails

T he Caul�eld to Dandenong line – one o� the
busiest rail corridors in Victoria’s capital – has
nine potentially dangerous crossings. Removal
o� these crossings has involved constructing
elevated rail viaducts to li� the rail line and its
stations above road level.
One o� t he key challenges was t hat, w hile
construction works were under way, tra�� ic
disruption had to be kept to a minimum while
guaranteeing the sa�ety o� both commuters
and residents. This meant that specialist bridge
construction expertise was needed �or the design and installation o� the viaducts.
T he Alliance that won the contract chose to
bring in VSL �or this work. VSL was invited to
be part o� the project team at the bid phase
and assisted in developing concepts and options with the designer and owner. W hen the

The rail viaducts in Area 1 could not be constructed using the methods that are traditionally
adopted in Melbourne, as the site consisted o�
just a very narrow rail corridor with extremely
tight surrounding constraints, such as adjacent
properties.
The solution that VSL proposed and developed
consisted o� a combination o� segmental and
�ull-span construction, using the straddle carrier
system with two support beams. The bridge deck
was cast in segments o� site in a precasting
yard, then transported and assembled into �ull
spans at ground level in an operation that could
be carried out in a relatively small area. Assembly at ground level �ollowed by erection as a
�ull span also provided considerable sa�ety and
inter�ace bene�ts �or the site team, the live rail
line and the surrounding community.

DAT E
2016 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Melbourne
OW NER
Level Crossing Removal
Authority (Victorian State
Government)
ENGINEER / DESIGNER /
CONSULTA NT
Aurecon & Parsons
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Lendlease Engineering,
CPB Contractors, Aurecon,
Parsons Brinckerhof,
Metro Trains Melbourne
(the Alliance)
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Segment casting and fullspan construction
Design, procurement, assembly and commissioning
of the major equipment
for viaduct erection
Delivery and assembly of
the spans at ground level
KEY FIGURES
— 2,220 precast
segments
— 25,000m3 concrete
— 1,313t of external
VSL Electrically Isolated
Tendons for the post-tensioning
— Twin 220t portal
gantry cranes
— One 435t straddle
carrier with two support
beams

This �rst use o� this composite construction method in Australia was success�ully implemented
thanks to VSL’s extensive experience elsewhere
in both segment precasting and the erection
technique used.

tems to direct the straddle carrier along the
previously constructed deck and experienced
VSL staf and engineers ensured success�ul deployment o� an extremely sa�e method at the
cutting edge o� bridge construction.

Speed o� installation

Use o� this equipment enabled an impressive
installation speed �or the viaduct structure. At
peak, VSL produced 14 precast segments a day
– 12 long-line and two short-line. T his meant
that in one calendar week it could erect up to
13 spans, which represented a total o� 500 linear metres o� bridge deck. This rate o� production had never previously been seen in bridge
construction in Australia.

A scheme was developed �or the precasting o�
the segments outside o� the city, in a dedicated
yard that had plenty o� space and �ew issues
with construction noise. On site, the segments
were assembled behind noise barriers as part
o� a range o� environmental measures to reduce the noise and disruption experienced by
the community.
To assemble each span, segments were unloaded
and aligned next to each other. The construction
team then installed the post-tensioning strands
and stressed the segments together to �orm a
continuous span. This allowed the span assembly
to be carried out in a �xed location, which provided signi�cant operational e�ciencies.
Once a span had been �ully assembled at ground
level and its post-tensioned cabling �ully grouted,
it was li�ed to deck level by twin 220t portal
gantry cranes.
It was then transported into position along the
previously completed section o� viaduct, using
a straddle carrier and support beams. Adopting
a straddle carrier �or the erection allowed the
span to be transported above deck level as a
single unit without clashing with the already
constructed bridge below.
Separating the span assembly and installation
allowed the programme to be compressed and
as such an extremely �ast erection speed was
achieved. T he combination o� guidance sys-

Straddle carrier driving span into position over live train station
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Improving e�ciency and sa�ety by
using segment lifing beams
Use o� automatic segment li�ing beams enabled
the construction team to eliminate the need
�or any manual ‘rigg ing u p’ o� the segments,
which in turn improved e�ciency and sa�ety.
The VSL Technical Centre designed a bespoke
li�ing beam arrangement, using a patented device �rom Bouygues that had been used on a
major project in La Réunion. These innovative
segment li�ing beams worked extremely well,
carrying out over 8,000 li�s. External parties
such as the local government sa�ety department observed and commented on the success
o� the equipment. This �urther highlighted how
companies within Bouygues can work together
to develop innovative solutions that satis�y all
stakeholders and provide sa�e and e�cient working environments �or everyone involved.
The sub-alliance was �ormed in April 2016 and
site works began in January 2017, with the �rst
span installed on 24th May. The last span was
placed on 28th March 2018.

WATCH
THE FILM
FILM

P LA C E

P IT C H

WHEN CONSTRAINTS
DRIVE CREATIVITY

A

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
VSL and its alliance partners played a key role in helping the Victorian
Government remove rail level crossings in Melbourne, Australia. Our innovative
construction scheme enabled a new rail viaduct to be built in a narrow corridor,
without major interruptions to the fow o� the trains.
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CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

JAKARTA MASS RAPID
TRANSIT
2

JAKARTA, INDONESIA

VSL carried out post-tensioning and erection works �or nearly 10km o� the elevated
section o� the new Jakarta Mass Rapid Transit in Indonesia, whilst keeping to a tight
schedule.

12
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INDONESIA

DECK ERECTION
& P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

JAKARTA MASS RAPID TRANSIT

ERECTING A 10KM ELEVATED
SECTION OF A TRANSIT PROJECT
TO A TIGHT DEADLINE

T

he Jakarta Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)
project is a new transportation system designed to deal with pressing
transport issues afecting the Indonesian capital and the surrounding Greater Jakarta area, which has a population o� 40 million.
It is estimated that over �our million residents
o� Greater Jakarta commute to and �rom the
city each working day. Transport issues have increasingly begun to attract political attention
and it has been estimated that, without a major
transportation breakthrough, the city will have
complete tra�c gridlock by 2020.
The new MRT railway is set to have a total length
o� more than 108km, made up o� 21.7km �or the
North-South Line and 87km �or the East-West
Line. Phase #1 o� the MRT North-South Line includes a 9.8km elevated section and a 5.9km
underground section.
The main contractors needed to bring in complementary expertise to accelerate segment
production and erection �or the whole elevated
section, a�er �acing earlier delays in construction. Support was also needed �or the use o�
a launching gantry (LG) in an area around an

DAT E
2013 - 2017
already-completed curved, long-span bridge, as
the launching directions were changed �rom the
tender proposal.
VSL has had a long and success�ul relationship
with the contractors working on the project. In
2016, VSL completed the post-tensioning (PT)
and the erection o� precast segments �or PT
Jaya Konstruksi on the Elevated Busway Package Trunojoyo. Be�ore that, VSL had worked
�or Jaya-Obayashi on the Jakarta Outer Ring
Road’s NS Link Yos Sudarso – Simpang Jampea
package, and �or Shimizu, carrying out ground
anchoring at the Sima O�ce Tower at TB Simatupang Jakarta.

MRT CP101
Package

LOCAT ION
Jakarta
OW NER
PT MRT Jakarta
CP 103
CONSULTA NT /
DESIGNER
Hewson Consulting
Engineer
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Obayashi-Shimizu-Jaya
Konstruksi Joint Venture

A

CP 101 & CP 102
CONSULTA NT /
DESIGNER
AECOM
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Tokyu – Wij aya Karya Joint
Operation (TWJO)
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SCOPE OF WORKS

CP 103
Design, supply and operation of launching gantry
Span-by-span deck
erection
Supply and installation of
internal post-tensioning
Installation of bearings
KEY FIGURES
— 558 tonnes of PT
— 144 spans
P 101 & CP 102
Design, fabrication and
procurement of a SBS
Overhead Gantry
Assembly and commissioning of two overhead
gantries
Supply and installation of
external post-tensioning
KEY FIGURES
— 1,289 tonnes of PT
— 139 spans

VSL was awarded the subcontracts �or the PT
and erection works �or the whole elevated section o� the new MRT North-South line. The �rst
project (MRT Package CP103) is a double-track
section with a single box girder stretching over
3.8km and including �our stations. The second
contract (MRT Packages CP101-102) comprises
two sections o� double track with single box
girders, stretching over 1.5km and 4.7km respectively. It includes three stations plus a depot.
For the �rst project (MRT Package CP 103), VSL
carried out engineering work as well as the
design, supply and operation o� an additional
launching gantry, to ensure the revised completion target was met. VSL also provided a solution �or erection and launching in low-headroom
conditions under a newly completed busway
viaduct.
In total, 558 tonnes o� PT were needed �or the
erection o� the 144 spans.

VSL carried out construction engineering �or
segment erection. The work included the design,
�abrication and procurement o� an SBS Overhead
Gantry and the assembly and commissioning o�
two overhead gantries. VSL per�ormed the erection o� the viaduct segments using two gantries
and also supplied and installed external PT.
In total, 1,289 tonnes o� PT works were used �or
the 139 spans built �or the project.
Works �or the elevated section began on 29th
November 2013 and were completed on 31st
October 2017.

T he span-by-span erection method using an
overhead launching gantry was chosen �or its
numerous bene�ts, including short cycle times,
the ability to �eed segments �rom below, and its
suitability �or use with a minimum plan radius
o� 250m. It was also ideal �or meeting a requirement �or all segments to be delivered during
night shi�s to avoid trafc congestion.
This solution proved instrumental in enabling
span erection where there was low headroom,
which required the launching gantry to work
under the completed viaduct. VSL had to lower
the gantry and replace the upper cross beam
(UCB) with a Strand Li�ing Unit to �t the limited
headroom. In addition, VSL launched the LG using
a number o� separate manoeuvres �eeding segments �rom behind; the method achieved span
erection times o� as little as two days.

MRT CP102 Package: SBS overhead gantry
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For the second contract (MRT Package CP 101102), VSL provided support where the LG passed
through a special span – a completed long-span
bridge, curved in plan. The lowering system that
was used was designed to speed up progress a�ter the launching directions were changed �rom
the tender proposal.

MRT CP103 Package: VSL provided a solution for erection and launching in low-headroom conditions under a
newly completed busway viaduct

A

CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

BUKIT BROWN BRIDGE
3

SINGAPORE

VSL’s expertise and equipment quality proved central in meeting the challenging
schedule �or post-tensioning and construction works on a new 700m-long bridge in
the Bukit Brown area o� Singapore’s Macritchie district.

A
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BRIDGE ERECTION
& SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT

BUKIT BROWN BRIDGE

STICKING TO A TIGHT DEADLINE
FOR BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

T

he new Bukit Brown Bridge is located
in the northern part o� Singapore’s
Pan-Island Expressway. The bridge
will help alleviate the congestion experienced in the area and is part o� a plan designed to cater �or �uture tra�c levels, which are
expected to increase by almost 30% by 2020,
according to the Land Transport Authority.
The bridge is approximately 700m long and carries a �our-lane carriageway in each direction. It
comprises 12 spans, built by erecting a total o�
122 U-beams.
The main contractor �aced a challenging schedule and needed a reliable partner to complete
the bridge erection and post-tensioning (PT)
works sa�ely and on time, to meet a tight project schedule.
An additional constraint arose �rom the bridge’s
location. It crosses a cemetery, which restricted
the scope �or excavation work. It was there�ore
o� paramount importance to develop a tailored
solution that would enable works to be carried
out with only limited site access.
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VSL was selected to design, �abricate and operate the overhead gantry and beam transport
system, or ‘bogie’, used �or the erection o� 198
tonnes o� U-shaped beams linking the bridge’s
crossheads.
VSL’s scope also involved the supply and installation o� 42 mechanical pot bearings and 414
tonnes o� PT �or the cast-in-situ
crossheads.
The equipment that VSL developed speci�cally
�or this scheme proved essential. The overhead
gantry enabled the 122 U-beams �or the spans
to be erected in accordance with the designed
construction sequence and with only a minimal
launching operation. The bogie system was synchronised with the gantry �or the erection process and allowed the placement o� the U-beams
over the erected spans by back-�eeding them
to the gantry. This system was chosen to take
account o� the site constraints, which dictated
the use o� an alternative delivery method �or the
U-beams instead o� conventional road transport.

DAT E
2016 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Singapore
OW NER
Land Transport Authority
DESIGNER
Mott McDonald Singapore
PTE LTD
CONSULTA NT
HS Engineering Consultants
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Swee Hong LTD

SCOPE OF WORKS
Design, fabrication and
operation of gantry
and beam transport
system for the erection of
U-beams
Supply and installation of
post-tensioning for castin-situ crosshead
Supply and installation of
mechanical pot bearings
KEY FIGURES
— 122 U-beams
— 414 tonnes of PT
— 42 pot bearings

The solution provided by VSL ofered a signi�cant
return on investment, as the new gantry design
required only minimal manpower and considerably improved sa�ety, with �ewer workers exposed to risk.
Costs were �urther reduced as the scheme decreased the amount o� tra�c that had to be
diverted onto temporary roads.
Last but not least, VSL’s pro�essionalism and resource�ulness enabled the project to be sped up.
The actual duration o� operations was reduced
to j ust 17 months instead o� the 21 months
originally planned.

1

The contract started on 21st March 2016 and
ended on 31st January 2018.

2

1 — Delivery of U-beam to gantry
2 — Erection of U-beam

A

Aerial view of VSL gantry
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Thinking outside of the box is at the
core of our practice; we combine creativity
with technical expertise to make our
clients’ projects possible.

A
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CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

LIANTANG — HEUNG YUEN
WAI BOUNDARY CONTROL
POINT
4

HONG KONG

It took VSL less than a year and a hal� to build a 3km-long viaduct, despite having
to overcome stringent environmental and practical constraints on the project, which
�orms part o� a new boundary control point between Shenzhen and Hong Kong.

20
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HONG KONG

BRIDGE ERECTION

LIANTANG — HEUNG YUEN WAI BOUNDARY CONTROL POINT

CONSTRUCTION OF A 3KM
VIADUCT IN JUST 17 MONTHS

T

he Liantang/Heung Yuen Wai Boundary Control Point is the seventh
land crossing between Shenzhen
and Hong Kong, and is expected to
boost the connections between Hong Kong and
southern and eastern China.
The two existing boundary control points (BCPs)
on the eastern side o� the New Territories at
Man Kam To and Sha Tau Kok are mainly used
to access eastern Shenzhen and Guangdong.
Vehicles travelling to the existing BCPs have to
use busy local roads in Hong Kong and Shenzhen
be�ore joining the highway system, creating �urther tra�c congestion.
The new BCP connects with the expressway systems in Hong Kong and Shenzhen, to expedite
travel and �acilitate cooperation between Hong
Kong and eastern Guangdong, southern Fujian
and Jiangxi.
The new BCP development incorporates an approximately 11km-long dual two-lane trunk road
and is due to open at the end o� 2018.
T he overall project has been carried out by
CCKJV, a joint venture o� China Road & Bridge
Corporation, Continental Engineering Corporation and Kaden Construction Limited.

Liantang is a rural boundary area o� Hong Kong,
with many rivers and villages, but also considerable tra�c to Mainland China.
Complex ground condit ions required t he
construction o� viaducts �or a 3.3km stretch
o� the road. The construction methods had to
take into account demanding site constraints
such as maintaining local tra�c fows, working
over rivers and abiding by height restrictions.
CCKJV needed a partner that could develop a
tailor-made solution while meeting the required
schedule. VSL has proved its capacity to handle complex schemes many times in the past
and was there�ore chosen �or the project. VSL’s
role required involvement at every stage �rom
optimisation o� the conceptual design through
to detailing solutions that could �ast-track the
erection sequence.
In just over 17 months, VSL carried out the erection o� 2,865 precast segments and the installation o� the viaduct’s post-tensioning. At peak
periods, VSL erected 300 segments per month
to stick to the tight schedule. VSL was also responsible �or the stitching o� the segments and
�or the supply and installation o� bearings and
movement joints.

DAT E
2016 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Hong Kong
OW NER
Civil Engineering and
Development Department,
Hong Kong Government
ENGINEER
AECOM
DESIGNER
Meinhardt
CONSULTA NT
YWL

A

MA IN CONT RACTOR
China Road & Bridge
Corporation, Continental
Engineering Corporation
and Kaden Joint Venture
(CCKJV)
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SCOPE OF WORKS

Design of all temporary
works associated with
bridge erection
Provision of all method
statements for bridge
erection and post-tensioning works
Supply of equipment for
erection of segments
Supply and installation of
post-tensioning system
Supply and installation of
bearings and movement
joints
KEY FIGURES
— 2,865 precast segments
erected at a rate of 300
segments per month
— 4,020t of PT

Other tasks required �or the project included
ground preparation and the undertaking o� detailed studies �or crane positioning, li�ing plans
and segment delivery to address the restricted
site conditions.
Segment erection could not be carried out
simply by crane and so CCKJV and VSL worked
together on various solutions to overcome the
di�culties in particular situations. The chosen
approaches included erection by li�ing �rames,
by a system o� sliding beams, by large-capacity
mobile crane (750t) and at night over tra�cked
roads.
1

The segments were erected mainly by crawler
cranes; two li�ing �rames were used �or the
spans with no crane access. This solution provided great fexibility and proved very appropriate
�or the project.
Further bene�ts came �rom a decision to use a
mobile crane to li� the precast segments onto
steel brackets on the piers; this allowed the pier
head to be cast more quickly than the conventional cast-in-situ method.
All the project’s bridges were built as precast
segmental viaducts erected using balanced
cantilever methods. The bridge supports are all
monolithic columns, except the end spans, which
are supported on spherical bearings.

2
1 — Segments erected by 350t mobile crane near villages and
over road tra�c
2 — Erection o� precast segments by crawler crane using balanced cantilever method

Works started on 17th September 2016 and ended on 23th February 2018.

Mobile crane and lifing �rames were used �or segment erection to suit congested working area and maintain local tra�c �ow

22

2018
MAJOR
EVENT
LANDMARK
HONG KONG-ZHUHAIMACAO CROSSING OPENS
2018 marks the completion o� the world’s longest bridge and a technical �rst in
Hong Kong. The Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge spans an incredible 55km o� sea, and
is a product o� the partnership between Bouygues Travaux Publics, Dragages Hong
Kong and VSL, in joint venture with China Harbour. The maritime bridge makes use o�
arti�cial islands and enormous interchanges to connect Hong Kong’s Lantau Island,
Macau and the city o� Zhuhai. The bridge boasts a maximum span o� 180m and the
title o� the world’s longest span o� pre-cast segments, o� which it is constructed �rom
5,714 pieces in 250 variations. History in the making, the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao
Bridge o�cially opened to passengers on October 24th.

A
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NEW THAKETA BRIDGE
5

YANGON, MYANMAR

VSL took just 17 months to carry out a wide range o� tasks �or the construction o� the
New Thaketa Bridge in Yangon, Myanmar, including pylon construction, deck erection
by the Free Cantilever Method and the installation o� extradosed cables.

24
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MYANMAR

BRIDGE ERECTION

NEW THAKETA BRIDGE

APPLYING THE FREE CANTILEVER
METHOD FOR BRIDGE ERECTION

T

he New T haketa Bridge crosses
Pazundaung Creek to link Mingalar
Taungnyunt Township with Dawbon
Township in Yangon. T he �our-lane
bridge, which has a length o� 253m and a width
o� 21.3m, has been designed to improve tra��c fows by replacing an existing narrow and
weight-restricted bridge.
The new extradosed bridge consists o� a threespan continuous main structure together with a
simple span at one o� the approaches. Additional
support �or the main extradosed structure is
provided by seven pairs o� cables per cantilever.
It was designed by Nippon Koei to be built by
the Free Cantilever Method (FCM) using �orm
travellers.
The main contractor – Tokyu Construction Co.,
Ltd. – appointed VSL to provide the expertise
needed �or the operation o� the �orm travellers
and the installation o� the cables �or the extradosed spans. VSL’s initial scope included the
supply and operation o� the �our �orm travellers together with the supply and installation o�
the cables, post-tensioning tendons and stressbars. VSL was also responsible �or the control
o� the bridge’s geometry, including calculation
o� staged defection and the precamber o� the
bridge deck. Additional scope included the supply
and installation o� dampers �or the extradose
cables and the construction o� the �our pylons,
including the design and supply o� the �ormwork.

Components o� the VSL Modular Form Traveller
(MFT) system were used to create a traveller
with three main �rames instead o� the usual two,
in a design tailored to suit the large 21.3m-wide,
two-cell cross-section o� the bridge deck. This
work was carried out by VSL’s Technical Centre in
Singapore. The modular design o� the VSL �orm
traveller once again proved to be bene�cial as
existing components could be readily reused and
the design easily expanded or adapted to suit
many di�erent requirements.

DAT E
2017 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Yangon
OW NER
Public work department,
Ministry of Construction
and Republic of the Union
of Myanmar
ENGINEER / DESIGNER
Nippon Koei Co., Ltd.
MAIN CONT RACTOR
Tokyu Construction Co., Ltd.
SCOPE OF WORKS

In addition, VSL worked closely with Tokyu and
provided engineering input, such as solving detailing issues and helping with redesigns to improve constructability o� the bridge.Un�oreseen
geological conditions caused delays in the �oundation works. The main contractor subsequently
asked VSL to accelerate the MFT assembly and
operation. Deployment o� VSL’s �orm traveller
expertise to site �or the start-up phase enabled
the construction time �rom the start o� MFT
assembly to the casting o� the mid-span closure
to be reduced by 141 days, �rom the planned
415 days to j ust 274 days. Each o� the 120t
travellers was assembled and operational in less
than three weeks, and the segment cycle time
was reduced �rom 19 days to 15.

Geometry control for
segment construction

VSL’s work �or the New Thaketa Bridge started
in January 2017 and structural completion was
achieved in May 2018. The bridge opened to tra��c on 9th June 2018.

KEY FIGURES
— Four-lane bridge with a
length of 253m and a
width of 21.3m

Supply and operation
of four form travellers,
construction of bridge deck
Supply of pylon formwork
and construction of pylon

A

Supply and installation
of cables, post-tensioning
tendons, stressbars and
dampers
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ARRAH-CHHAPRA BRIDGE
6

BIHAR, INDIA

VSL was success in the supply and installation o� the VSL SSI 2000 Stay Cable System,
including 80 third-generation VSL saddles, on Bihar’s �rst extradosed bridge project –
and the longest extradosed bridge in the world.

26
26

VSL TECHNOLOGY

UNIT ED KING DOM,
CANADA, INDIA

INDIA

S TAY C A B L ES

ARRAH-CHHAPRA BRIDGE

INSTALLATION OF VSL’S THIRDGENERATION SADDLES AND
STAY CABLES ON THE WORLD’S
LONGEST EXTRADOSED BRIDGE

A

rrah-Chhapra is a 4km, �our-lane
bridge that �orms part o� a major
in�rast ructure scheme improving
regional connectivity and creating
better links between north and south Bihar, a
region o� northeast India that is split into two
by the Ganges River.
The main section o� this project is a 1.92km-long
extradosed bridge with 16 spans. Each 120m
long, built using the balanced cantilever method
– meaning that the deck was constructed �rom
both sides o� the bridge’s 16 pylons, each 18m
high, 2.5m long and 1m wide. It is Bihar’s �rst
extradosed bridge project and is the longest
extradosed bridge in the world as o� November
2017.
Main contractor SP Singla Constructions Private
Limited – in a joint venture with SDB – entrusted VSL with the supply and installation o� the
VSL SSI 2000 Stay Cable System, including 80
third-generation VSL saddles. VSL’s saddles are
particularly suitable �or bridges with narrow pylons; among many advantageous �eatures, they
have �ully replaceable strands and o�er high

resistance to �atigue. The overall system also
per�ectly met the needs o� this record-breaking
project.
This was VSL’s �rst project with SP Singla and
saw the two companies working closely together on technical issues �rom the project’s
early stages. In spite o� the remote location and
inclement weather including heavy wind, rain and
fooding o� the Ganges River, the team managed
to achieve a 1.5-day cycle �or the installation
o� the longest stay cables, which are 112m in
length. The stays are arranged in a single-plane
harp con�guration, with �ve stays at each pylon.
Each stay has two stressing anchorages at deck
level and runs continuously through the saddle
at the pylon.
Work on the project started in February 2014;
the installation o� the saddles and stay cables
was completed by April 2017, with �ne-tuning
works running until August 2017.
The bridge is now o�cially named Veer Kunwar
Singh Setu.

DAT E
2014 � 2017
LOCAT ION
Arrah�Chhapra, Bihar
OW NER
Bihar Rajya Pul Nirman
Nigam Limited
CONSULTA NTS
AECOM / McElhanney
Consulting Services Inc.
USA
MA IN CONT RACTOR
SPS�SDB Joint Venture
SCOPE OF WORKS
Supply of all permanent
stay materials; installation
of VSL SSI 2000 systems
including stays and saddles

A

KEY FIGURES
— Bridge length: 1.92km
— Deck width: 20.5m
— 417t of 15.2mm PE�
coated strands
— 4,667m of ribbed HDPE
pipe (140mm & 160mm)
— 80 VSL saddles
— Typical saddle radius:
3.587m
— 160 stay anchorages
— Longest stay cables:
112m
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VSL LEDSPLAY : CREATE
ICONIC LANDMARKS BY
TURNING YOUR BRIDGES
INTO SPECTACULAR
DISPLAYS

I

N

N O V A T

I O

N

®

There’s a reason why the Eifel Tower is so �amous. It stands proud; even more so
at night. Whenever it sparkles, all who see it admire and remember it. With VSL
LEDsPLAY®, your bridge can also have a similar impact on millions o� users. So,
what are you waiting �or? Let’s play!
I� you think o� any o� the world’s most well-known
and admired bridges – Golden Gate, Brooklyn, Sydney Harbour, Forth, or London’s Tower Bridge –
what do they all have in common?
They are spectacles: iconic landmarks that do
more than enable users to travel �rom point A to
point B. They are structures that represent the
identity o� a place and o� its people, which locals
and tourists alike look to and remember as outstanding �eatures on the horizon.
Not all o� today’s cable-stayed bridges possess
this iconic presence. But we have deve-loped a
game-changing new technology that can enhance
a bridge’s practical and aesthetic value. Indeed,
VSL LEDsPLAY® can trans�orm a cable-stayed
bridge into a must-see monument.
To date, no-one else has developed a reliable
and sustainable interactive system �or creating
dynamic lighting installations on cable-stayed
bridges. There is a simple reason �or this: the technical challenge is enormous. But here at VSL, we
have developed the concept and turned it into a
complete turnkey solution.
VSL LEDsPLAY® is the �rst o� its kind: stay cables
with LEDs �xed along their �ree length between
deck and pylon, give you the �reedom to turn your
completed cable-stayed bridge into a spectacular
display and ultimately, an un�orgettable landmark.
An alliance o� three components
The technology behind this remarkable �eature
comes down to three components:
- VSL’s tried-and-tested stay cable systems enable
us to incorporate LEDs along the �ree length;
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- A unique so�ware system allows �or �ull control
o� the display, taking into account the spatial position o� the thousands o� LEDs;
- Bespoke services, which include all the technical
and artistic support you will need to get the most
out o� VSL LEDsPLAY®’s �eatures.
Two diferent con�gurations to accommodate
various applications
Two diferent con�gurations have been developed:
- The �rst con�guration is designed �or new structures. The LED and associated accessories are
�ully integrated in the stay cable’s HDPE stay pipe.
- The second con�guration is designed �or cablestayed bridges where LEDs are being installed
only a�er construction.
For both con�gurations, an almost unlimited number o� visual efects can be generated as each
LED can be individually controlled, giving users the
�reedom to use the display area as imaginatively
as they wish.
With VSL LEDsPLAY®, VSL gives you the opportunity to display images and messages on your
bridges; a bridge that once had primarily a practical �unction, now also serves as a screen �or
communicating messages to its users and wider
surrounding. Displays can range �rom purely picturesque images to media-driven marketing.
With the creation o� VSL LEDsPLAY®, the boundaries o� what is possible have expanded, creating limitless opportunities to make a bridge that
is simultaneously practical, trans�ormative and
above all, inspiring.

WATCH
THE FILM
T IT L E

P IT C H

LET’S PLAY!

A

Get ready for a previously unseen and fantastic experience
achieved through dimmable LED stay cables designed by VSL.
Ready to start?
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CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

NEW ORBITAL HIGHWAY
7

DOHA, QATAR

VSL’s extensive experience in precasting, segment erection and post-tensioning works
was put to good use in building 10km o� bridge decks on a major section o� Qatar’s
New Orbital Highway.

30
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CIV IL WORKS

CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

QATAR

PRECAST SEGMENTAL ERECTION

NEW ORBITAL HIGHWAY

CONSTRUCTION OF 10KM OF
BRIDGE SEGMENTS IN DOHA

T

he NOH3 project is the largest o� the
�our contracts awarded to build the
New Orbital Highway (NOH), which is
designed to create a state-o�-the-art
alternative route to expedite travel
between Mesaieed in the south o� Qatar and Al
Khor in the north.
T he scope o� NOH3 involved the design and
construction o� the route connecting the existing Al Mesaieed Interchange and Salwa Road.
The 31km-long �reeway has seven lanes in each
direction, 25km o� side roads and fve grade-separated interchanges, in addition to related
crossroads and ramps.
VSL brought invaluable structural knowledge to
the project, which was awarded on a design-andbuild basis to a joint venture o� Australian-Spanish frm Leighton Dragados and local Qatari
contractor Al Jaber Engineering (HLG-JEC-JV).

DAT E
2014 - 2018

ded conceptual design work and handled the precasting and erection o� the segmental bridges.
Outsourcing and delegating this crucial work to
VSL enabled the designer to �ocus on the rest o�
the main scope o� the project – earthworks, utilities, asphalting and so on – and to complete the
mission while meeting the unusually stringent
contractual conditions.
VSL success�ully took care o� all the bridge superstructures at the fve junctions. T he work
comprised six ramp structures with a total length o� 3.85km and eight main bridges, involving
5.5km o� decks.

Lowering of
launching girder
for relocation

LOCAT ION
Doha
OW NER
AASGHAL PWA (Public
Works Authority)
ENGINEER
KBR
DESIGNER
Mott MacDonald
CONSULTA NT
AECOM Middle East

A

MA IN CONT RACTOR
Leighton Contracting
Qatar – AL JABER ENG. - JV

The client was seeking an experienced partner,
capable o� delivering complementary expertise
and taking care o� all aspects related to the
construction o� the bridge structures.
VSL had worked with both Leighton and Dragados on several occasions in the past and provi31

SCOPE OF WORKS

Pre-casting o� segments
including fxing o� rebar
Supply and installation o�
elastomeric bearings
Erection o� segments
(cranes, �alsework and
launching girder)
Post-tensioning (internal
and external)
KEY FIGURES
— 247 spans
— 1,985 precast segments
— 2,339t o� PT
— 13,868t o� rebar
— 606 elastomeric bearings
— 47,295m3 o� concrete

The scope involved the precasting o� segments,
including the fxing o� rebar; supply and installation o� elastomeric bearings; segment erection
– by means o� cranes, �alsework and launching
girders; and post-tensioning (PT), both internally
and externally.
Ramp bridges were erected span by span using
two underslung launching girders. T he structures are continuous, with in-situ stitches cast
next to each pier segment. Work �or the six ramp
bridges required construction o� 87 spans made
�rom 1,073 precast segments with 3.85km o�
deck and three junctions. It involved 27,865m3
o� concrete placement; fxing 8,881 tonnes o�
steel and 1,250 tonnes o� PT; and installing 206
elastomeric bearings.
The 160 spans making up the eight main bridges
were erected over custom-made shoring towers
‘line by line’, with one line made up o� �our continuous spans. Construction required 912 precast segments; 5.25km o� deck; �our junctions;
19,430m3 o� concrete placement; and the fxing
o� 4,987 tonnes o� steel; 1,089 tonnes o� PT and
400 elastomeric bearings, measuring 650mm x
650mm x 180mm.
The method provided a good alternative to the
cast-in-place (CIP) solution envisaged at the
tender stage, as some parts o� the structure
were quite high. The solution also enabled the
use o� less rebar, concrete and PT steel than
would have been needed �or a precast balanced
cantilever structure.
Works started in October 2014 and were completed in April 2018.

Ramps at Junction 9 completed
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1

2
1 — Erection of Ramp 2 at Junction 8 with underslung launching
girder
2 — Precasting yard

A

CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

RIYADH METRO LINE 3
8

RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

Riyadh’s population is expected to grow �rom 6 million to more than 8.5 million over
the next 10 years and so the Saudi capital is now fnalising the construction o� a
new, 180km-long metro system to meet �uture transportation needs in this changing
environment. VSL’s know-how in post-tensioning and bridge construction together
with its extensive global resources have enabled viaduct construction �or Riyadh
Metro Line 3 to be completed to a tight schedule.

A
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CIV IL WORKS

CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

SAUDI ARABIA

P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G &
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

RIYADH METRO LINE 3

PROVIDING PT AND BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION EXPERTISE FOR 25KM
OF VIADUCTS BUILT IN RECORD TIME

L

ine 3 is the longest o� the six routes
comprising Riyadh’s �rst metro system, which will be running by 2019.
The line will connect the eastern and
western parts o� the Saudi capital
along a 43km strategic axis that includes 25km
o� viaducts and 10 elevated stations, nine underground stations and three shallow underground
stations.
Building six metro lines simultaneously is an
ambitious project, especially given the huge
scale. The time �rame set �or building Line 3 is
just three years, which is considered very short
�or a 25km-long scheme. As a result, the main
contractor ArRiyadh New Mobility (ANM) – a
consortium made o� Salini Impregilo, Larsen &
Toubro (L&T) and Nesma & Partners – needed a
subcontractor already established in the Middle
East that could operate launching gantries and
deliver the PT works required to build the viaducts to a ticking deadline.
The appointment o� VSL Middle East (VSLME)
�or the Line 3 project was thanks in particular
to their expertise in the �eld and its capacity to
mobilise skilled staf quickly. VSLME had already
carried out PT works �or Salini Impregilo in the
34

region and �or L&T in India, Oman and Jordan.
E�cient deployment o� the launching gantries
was a �undamental requirement �or the viaduct construction. However, their operation demanded well-trained staf, otherwise deadlines
and the programme execution could sufer. To
complete the mission on time, technical support
was provided by VSL Dubai, VSL Portugal, VSL
Spain and VSL Switzerland, with a 350-strong
work�orce involved in the project at peak periods.
The scope o� works included supply and installation o� PT, provision o� shop drawings, supervision, labour and equipment, in addition to the
operation o� three launching gantries and the
installation o� bearings.
Assembly of
launching
gantry

DAT E
2015 � 2018
LOCAT ION
Riyadh
OW NER
Al Riyadh Development
Authority
DESIGNER
IDOM
CONSULTA NT / ENGINEER
RMTC
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Al Riyadh New Mobility

SCOPE OF WORKS
Supply and installation of
post�tensioning
Provision of shop
drawings, supervision,
labour and equipment
Operation of 3 launching
gantries
Installation of bearings
Strengthening of 57
precast beams
KEY FIGURES
— 6,080 tonnes of PT
strands
— 415 tonnes of PT bars
— 291 spans erected with
3 launchers (6 spans per
week per launcher at peak
time)

For the PT works on the viaducts, VSLME used
6,080 tonnes o� strands, a quantity that turned
Riyadh Metro Line 3 into VSLME's biggest PT
project to date, as well as being its �rst major
one in Saudi Arabia.
A total o� 291 spans were built, including station
spans (made up o� three-span units o� 20m-40m20m), continuous spans (three-span units o�
37m-50m-37m) and balanced cantilevers (up to
95m). This was the second-largest number o�
spans ever erected in the Middle East by VSL,
a�er the Dubai Metro.
1

The viaducts were built �rom 6,770 precast segments in total, in addition to 19 viaduct portals,
48 station portals, 16 PT slabs �or stations, 96
pre-tensioned beams and 13 in-situ multispan
and viaduct spans. The three launchers erected
291 spans at a peak rate o� six spans a week
per launching gantry.
VSL supplied its PT and VSlab systems as well
as its new-generation jacks – a decision that
helped reduce the number o� jacks needed on
the launching gantries by 50%. Custom and designed polypropylene caps were used �or permanent anchorage protection. The scope o� work
�or VSL also included the installation o� bearings
�or 291 spans.

2
1 — Erection of station spans with launching gantry
2 — In-situ works for wide spans

VSLME supplied 415 tonnes o� PT bars. In addition, it carried out strengthening o� 57 precast
beams �or a depot building. This involved carrying
out a detailed site investigation, developing the
strengthening design and methodology and then
installing near sur�ace rein�orcement (NSR) and
carbon-�bre wraps.
The project started in January 2015 and was
completed in May 2018.

A

Station span segment at precast yard
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CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

SHEIKH JABER
AL-AHMAD AL-SABAH
CAUSEWAY PROJECT
9

KUWAIT

VSL has taken part in the construction o� one o� the largest maritime road connections
in the world. It has carried out the design and installation o� stay cables and posttensioning �or the main bridge o� the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah causeway, which
crosses Kuwait Bay.
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

KUWAIT

S TAY C A B L ES

SHEIKH JABER AL-AHMAD AL-SABAH CAUSEWAY

BUILDING A CABLE-STAYED
BRIDGE FOR THE WORLD’S
BIGGEST MARITIME CAUSEWAY

T

he Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah
Causeway project is the biggest maritime project o� its kind in the world.

T he project involves the construction o� two
roads over Kuwait Bay – a 36km causeway running north �rom Kuwait City to Subiyah and a
13km south-western connection to Doha. Work
on both roads is due to be fnished by the end
o� 2018.
The new causeway will greatly reduce the distance by road between the city and Subiyah,
cutting the journey time �rom the current 90
minutes to less than 30.

VSL has extensive experience in building cablestayed structures all over the world and has
distinguished itsel� as a main partner on some
o� the most prestigious construction projects
in the Middle East. Recent major additions to
its port�olio include the Hodariyat Bridge and
Sheikh Zayed Bridge.
The scope o� work on the Kuwait project included
the detailing, supply and installation o� the stay
cables �or the 282m-long main span, as well as
the supply o� dampers and anti-vandalism pipes.

Composite
arched pylon

DAT E
2016 � 2018
LOCAT ION
Kuwait City
OW NER
State of Kuwait Ministry
of Public Works
ENGINEER / CONSULTA NT
DAR Engineering
DESIGNER
SYSTRA
MA IN CONT RACTOR
HYUNDAI Engineering &
Construction Co., Ltd.

A

The main contractor – HYUNDAI Engineering &
Construction Co., Ltd., one o� the top 10 players
in the global construction sector – needed an
experienced partner to detail, supply and install
stay cables and post-tensioning (PT) �or the main
cable-stayed bridge on the 36km route to Subiyah. Design �eatures o� the main bridge include
a curved concrete pylon and yellow-highlighted
stay cables.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Design and development
o� stay cables
Supply and installation
o� strands, fxed and
adjustable anchorages
Supply o� dampers and
anti-vandalism tubes
Design, installation and
dismantling o� temporary
access plat�orms
KEY FIGURES
— 156,000 metres o�
15.7mm-diameter
waxed and HDPEcoated strand
— 16 deck anchorages
— 16 adjustable pylon
anchorages
— 16 anti-vandalism pipes
— 16 �riction dampers

VSL also installed and subsequently dismantled
temporary working plat�orms �or the erection
o� the deck and pylon. In addition, VSL provided
technical assistance and carried out a �ull-scale
�atigue test on the 6-85 anchorages, specifcally
�or the project.
The VSL SSI 2000 Stay Cable System was used
�or the project, which consumed 156,000 metres
o� 15.7mm-diameter, waxed and HDPE-coated
strand. Among the other key quantities were
16 deck anchorages and 16 adjustable pylon
anchorages, together with guide deviators. In
addition, 16 anti-vandalism pipes and 16 �riction
dampers were installed.
VSL drew on its internat ional port�olio o�
partners and resources to assemble a team o�
eight engineers to manage the local work�orce
on site.

1

Works to install the cable-stayed structure and
PT began on 1st June 2016 and were completed
on 30th June 2018.

2
1 — Temporary access platforms designed and installed by VSL
2 — Full-scale fatigue test of 6-85 anchorages

The cable-stayed main span and its arch pylon are the signature element of the causeway
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Research-led practice on our systems
and technologies coupled with operational
collaboration ensures our clients’ projects
are at the cutting edge of industrial
standards.”

A
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CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

TUNIS RAPID RAIL
NETWORK
10

TUNIS, TUNISIA

Keeping disruption to road and railway trafc to an absolute minimum, VSL was a key
part in providing technical assistance and equipment, to assist success�ul pre�abrication
and installation o� bridge segments span-by-span on the Réseau Ferroviaire Rapide
rail project in Tunis.
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CIV IL WORKS

IBERIA, AFRICA,
LATIN AMERICA

TUNISIA

SEGMENT ERECTION &
P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

TUNIS RAPID RAIL NETWORK

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE
PREFABRICATION AND
INSTALLATION OF SEGMENTS
FOR THREE RAIL VIADUCTS

T

he Résea u Ferrov ia ire Ra pide
(RFR) is a rail project involving the
modernisat ion o� 85km o� lines
connecting Tunis and its suburbs.
RFR’s Line E – linking the city centre to the southwestern suburbs – involves the construction o�
three prestressed concrete structures (OA N° E1/2, OA-E°5/6 and OA N°E-7) made up o� U-shaped
precast segments.
The three viaducts are respectively 500m, 670m
and 300m long. They run across urban areas,
spanning highways, railways and various other
structures.
VSL was entrusted with the construction o�
bridge OA N° E-1/2 by launching gantry. Using
this machine to build the deck meant that there
was no need �or support �rom the ground (which
was o� poor quality in this case), except at the
piers and abutments.
As a result, the disruption to road and railway
trafc could be limited to a �ew hours, when the

DAT E
2012 - 2017
LOCAT ION
Tunis
CLIENT
Société RFR

segments were transported by lorry beneath the
gantry and then li�ed into position.

MA IN CONT RACTOR
SOMATRA-GET

T he installation method used on this project
is called ‘span by span’. A�ter li�ting all the
segments making up a span, their positions were
adjusted be�ore joining them with epoxy glue
and stressing them temporarily using bars. Once
completed, the permanent tendon stressing was
carried out.

ENGINEER (MA IN
CONT RACTOR)
SETTING �Tunisia�
PROJECT MA NAGER
(CLIENT)
Systra-Studi partnership

A

Tendon stressing was both longitudinal �or the
whole span (using 6-19 units) and transversal �or
the piers (6-7 units). The spans were 25m long.
They were all rectilinear in spite o� the horizontal
alignment o� t he st ructure, w hich �eatured
curves with a radius o� up to 300m. As a result,
the pier segments at the connections between
the spans were orientated at the appropriate
angles in order to achieve the correct curvature
o� the overall structure.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Prefabrication of the
segments of OA N°E-1/2:
— Design, fabrication and
supply of the formwork
for the segments
— Technical assistance for
assembly and operation
of the formwork
— Supply of a portal
gantry with a 50t
capacity for the
handling of the
segments in the
prefabrication area

Standard segments were prefabricated on
a long casting bed, w hilst a precasting cell
was employed for the pier segments. All this
equipment was designed and supplied by VSL.
Use of the match-casting method ensured a
perfect connection between adjacent elements
Completed segments were placed in a storage
area, using a portal gantry of 50t capacity, which
ran on rails along the prefabrication zone.
In total, the team prefabricated and erected 180
deck segments for the 500m-long bridge. VSL
also installed 100t of post-tensioning on bridge
OA N° E-1/2 and supplied the jacks for the PT
works on bridges OA-E°5/6 and OA N° E-7.
1

Segment erection on OA
N°E-1/2:
— Supply of a launching
gantry previously
employed on the LRT
scheme in Dubai and
adapted for the RFR
project
— Technical assistance for
operating the gantry
— Supply of the
temporary prestressing
and epoxy glue to join
the segments during
the installation process
Post-tensioning, including:
— Supply of PT materials,
stressing equipment
and tendon grouting
— Technical assistance
for the post-tensioning
works

Precasting equipment
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2
1 — The gantry employed on the project was previously used on the
LRT project in Dubai and adapted to meet the requirements of RFR
2 — RFR will consist of 85km of railway lines

A

CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

MERSEY GATEWAY BRIDGE
11

RUNCORN, UNIT ED KINGDOM

VSL’s expertise in post-tensioning and stay cable works saved time in the construction
of a key crossing intended to boost investment in the North West region of England.

A
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VS L TECHNOLOGY

UNIT ED KING DO M,
CANADA, INDIA

UNITED KINGDOM

S TAY C A B L ES
& P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

MERSEY GATEWAY BRIDGE

SAVING TIME IN BUILDING A KEY
1.5KM-LONG GATEWAY BRIDGE

R

egional economic strategies are under way to generate growth in the
North West o� England and the new
Mersey Gateway Bridge (MGB) is expected to invigorate the process.

T he 1.5km-long crossing o� the 113km River
Mersey lies at the centre o� a large tra�c management project designed by Halton Borough
Council. The scheme is aimed at relieving congestion over the existing Silver Jubilee Bridge and
creating a major new transport route to improve
connections between the Liverpool city-region
and the rest o� the UK.
The MGB is a tolled crossing with three lanes in
each direction, linking the Central Expressway
in Runcorn with the Eastern Bypass and Speke
Road in Widnes.
The landmark structure is easily recognisable
thanks to its three towers that stand in the river
and support the main bridge spans.
Halton Borough Council awarded the Merseylink
consortium a 30-year contract �or the iconic
gateway, covering design, construction, �nance
and operation to 2044. The consortium’s builder,
Merseylink Civil Contractors JV, needed a reliable
partner with pro�ciency in building bridges –es44

pecially �or the post-tensioning (PT) and stay
cable installation aspects, as expertise makes a
signi�cant diference during these crucial phases
o� construction.
The subcontract was awarded to a joint venture
comprising VSL Systems UK and BBR-PTE. Their
scope o� works included support at the design
stage in order to de�ne the systems �or the PT
and the stay cable components.
In total, VSL used 1,668km o� PT strands, 112km
o� PT ducts, 5,300 PT anchorages, 888 tonnes o�
PT grout, 1,333km o� stay cable strands, 19km
o� stay cable pipes, 308 stay cable anchorages
and 146 �riction dampers �or the stay cables.
Installation of
VSL SSI 2000
stay cable sytem

DAT E
2015 - 2017
LOCAT ION
Runcorn
OW NER
Halton Borough Council
DESIGNER
Merseylink Design JV –
(Flint Neil, Fhecor URS,
Eptisa)
ENGINEER
Giford
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Merseylink Civil Contractors JV (MCCJV)

SCOPE OF WORKS
Support at design stage
Supply and installation o�
post-tensioning system
Supply and installation o�
VSL stay cable system
Stay cable �orces and
damping measurements
using Vibratest
Inspection and maintenance plan o�
stay cables
KEY FIGURES
— 1,668km o� PT strands
— 112km o� PT ducts
— 5,300 PT anchorages
— 888 tonnes o� PT grout
— 1,333km o� stay cable
strands
— 19km o� stay cable
pipes
— 308 stay cable
anchorages
— 146 �riction dampers
�or the stay cables

In addition, VSL carried out assessment o� the
damping requirements �or the design o� each
stay cable and �riction damper. The stay cable
system that has been used on the main bridge
is the VSL SSI 2000e, with anchor sizes ranging �rom 31 strands to 109. In order to control
vibration o� the stay cables, VSL’s �riction dampers have been installed on all the deck level
anchorages.
VSL’s stay cable system was recognised as
being technically e�cient and meeting the speci�c requirements o� both the designers and
the construction JV. The compact dimensions
o� VSL’s pre�abricated anchorages enabled the
optimisation o� the overall structure, as well as
providing the ability to reduce on-site installation activities, which were always on the critical
path. The cost-efectiveness o� VSL's stay cable
system's li�e cycle was demonstrated, and in
particular the reliability and low maintenance
requirements o� both VSL’s �riction dampers and
its SSI2000e anchorages.

VSL was also responsible �or preparing the stay
cable inspection and maintenance plan. T he
group was able to mobilise a highly quali�ed
team �rom all over the world to deliver a project
that had bene�ts �or the client’s programme,
while also meeting all quality, and health and
sa�ety expectations.
Early involvement with the client’s design team
and the support o� VSL Technical Centre both
at that stage and during construction were crucial �or the optimisation o� the structure and
the e�ciency o� productivity achieved on site.
In total, 22 nationalities collaborated to ensure
success�ul project delivery.
Work started on 1st September 2015 and the
new bridge opened to tra�c on 14t h October
2017.

All components �or the stay cable and post-tensioning systems were supplied and installed by
VSL, which also carried out measurements o�
the stay cable �orces and damping per�ormance
using Vibratest equipment.
The use o� this system instead o� the traditional
‘li�-of �orce’ solution involving multistrand jacks
equated to a saving o� more than three weeks
in the critical path. VSL was able to assess the
�orce and damping per�ormance o� all 146 stay
cables in just �ve days. As well as the time saved
on the operation itsel�, the Vibratest technology
ensured that the �nishing works �or the anchorages could be per�ormed outside the critical
path, resulting in a quicker completion date �or
VSL’s JV and the contractor.

Aerial view from south pylon

A

VSL Technical Centre was involved at design stage to assist in optimising the structure
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BURGOYNE BRIDGE
12

ST. CAT HARINES, CANADA

Keeping to a strict timeline despite challenging weather conditions, VSL success�ully
provided and installed stay cables and post-tensioning �or the new 333m-long
Burgoyne Bridge in Niagara Falls.
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

UNITED KING DOM,
CANADA, INDIA

CANADA

S TAY C A B L ES &
P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

BURGOYNE BRIDGE

PROVISION OF STAY CABLES
AND POST-TENSIONING FOR
A 333M ARCH BRIDGE

V

SL supplied and installed stay cables
and post-tensioning �or the new Burgoyne Bridge in St. Catharines, Ontario. The 333m-bridge was built to
replace an older viaduct and carry
Regional Road 81 (St. Paul Street West) over
Twelve Mile Creek and Highway 406.
The structure consists o� two composite decks
– east and west – each accommodating two lanes o� tra�c with a path �or pedestrians. It has
seven spans, including �our side spans (30m to
44m) to the south, and two (20m and 30m) to
the north; the main span is supported by a 125m
arch positioned between the two decks.
An arrangement o� 23 pairs o� hanger cables
is used �or the main span and represents a key
�eature o� the bridge, both in terms o� engineering and appearance.

DAT E
2014 - 2016

sons �or this appointment included the good relationship between the two companies – which
had previously worked together on the Champlain Bridge repair project – and the e�ciency o�
VSL’s MSI 2000e technology �or hanger cables.
This system met the project’s requirements both
technically and aesthetically, as it is compact,
visually pleasing and ofers high resistance to
�atigue.

23 pairs of hanger cables were
installed
on the main span

LOCAT ION
St. Catharines
OW NER
The Regional Municipality
of Niagara
ENGINEER
Parsons
DESIGNER
Delcan (a subsidiary of
Parsons)

A

MA IN CONT RACTOR
Pomerleau

The construction sequence involved building the
new east deck, removing the existing bridge, and
then building the new west deck.
Main contractor Pomerleau entrusted VSL with
the supply and installation o� the hangers. Rea47

SCOPE OF WORKS
Engineering, supply and
installation of hangers
and trust cables together
with stressing of anchor
bars
KEY FIGURES
— 89t of stay cable
strands
— 46 hangers/stay cables
(23 pairs)

The hangers were pre�abricated by VSL on site.
VSL was also responsible �or the survey o� the
structure to con�rm the lengths o� the hangers
prior to erection.
In addition, the VSL team was in charge o� supplying and installing the multi-strand arch ties,
including anchorages that were needed to balance the arch's trust �orce at deck level (“bowstring” concept).
As the arch ties were passing through the foor
beams, a custom-made support system was designed and used to avoid creating large openings
in the tie-beams. Moreover, the use o� a multi-strand jacking system instead o� monostrand
enabled the site team to meet the accelerated
construction schedule.

1

Keeping to the programme was key, as disruption to tra�c had to be minimised, which
increased the complexity o� the load trans�er.
A nother challenge was that the installation
o� the cables was carried out during di�cult
weather conditions.
The bridge reopened to tra�c, as planned, on
23rd December 2016, soon a�er completion o�
the success�ul operation to suspend the decks
�rom the arch.

2
1 — The VSL technology used for the hanger cables is MSI 2000e
2 — A total of 89t of strands was installed on the bridge

The 125m arch is a key feature of the bridge
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WATCH
THE FILM
FILM

P IT C H

JOURNEYS TO THE
INTERIOR OF THE
EARTH

A

VSL takes you on a fascinating journey to show you what is hidden below the
surface of our sites and how ground engineering can help turn your projects
into reality.
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KAI TAK DEVELOPMENT
13

HONG KONG

VSL deployed its expertise to optimise the design and then build a diaphragm wall �or
a new tunnel crossing in the pulsing heart o� Hong Kong, as part o� a redevelopment
scheme at the site o� the �ormer Kai Tak Airport. The work was carried out in just 18
months.
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GROUND ENGINEERING

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

DIAPHRAGM WALL

KAI TAK DEVELOPMENT

BUILDING A DIAPHRAGM WALL IN
THE HEART OF A CITY

H

ong Kong’s Trunk Road (T 2) w ill
connect the Central Kowloon Route
to the Tseung Kwan O – Lam Tin Tunnel along a key axis that stretches
through the centre o� Hong Kong
and near V ictoria Harbour. T he Trunk Road
takes the �orm o� a tunnel approximately 3km
in length carrying a two-lane dual carriageway.
It is part o� the redevelopment works on the
southern part o� the runway o� the �ormer Kai
Tak Airport.
A 400m-long diaphragm wall was adopted early
in the design process as the permanent wall
system �or the �uture tunnel box. The completed wall would also serve as lateral support
�or work by the main contractor – China Road &
Bridge Corporation (CRBC) – to install strutting
and start the bulk excavation �or the tunnel box
structural construction.
Diaphragm walls are o�en used in congested
areas or where the excavation depth is very
deep, as other solutions would involve the excavation o� much greater soil volumes to provide stable battered slopes. The walls are well
suited �or deep basements, underground rail
stations and tunnel approaches, among other
applications.
CRBC wanted a partner that could build the wall
in the best possible manner, taking into account

the site’s major constraints – its location in the
heart o� the city, the proximity o� ongoing projects �or road renovation and hospital construction and the need �or tra�c diversions in order to
per�orm the works. The time window to execute
the project was very narrow and added to the
complexity o� the mission.
During the tender stage, Intra�or Hong Kong,
a VSL subsidiary, suggested a change to the
con�orming design, in which the entire diaphragm
wall panel would have been �ounded on bedrock.
In practice, the loading requirement �or the diaphragm wall was light, in the absence o� any
superstructure sitting on top o� the tunnel box.
Intra�or HK there�ore suggested optimising the
design using a ‘hit and miss’ principle, with every second panel sitting on the bedrock and the
others terminating at a shallower level. T he
strategy was aimed at saving both time and
money during construction.

DAT E
2016 - 2017
LOCAT ION
Hong Kong
OW NER
Hong Kong Government
ENGINEER
Hyder – Meinhardt JV
DESIGNER
Mott Macdonald
MA IN CONT RACTOR
China Road and Bridge
Corporation (CRBC)

A

Intra�or HK also ofered an alternative, optimised
design �or the detail o� the steel rein�orcement.
Its review o� the loading required �or the diaphragm wall led to the suggestion to use a more
appropriate soil parameter than the one de�ned
in the con�orming scheme. This approach �urther
helped reduce time by simpli�ying the �xing process �or the rein�orcement cages.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Guide Wall construction
Diaphragm wall construction
Proof testing (Interface
coring and full coring)
Slurry wall
Cone Penetration test
(CPT)
KEY FIGURES
— 162 panels of 800mm /
1000mm / 1500mm
— 911m long guide wall
— 32m to 70m average
depth
— 51,592m3 excavated
— 12,000 tonnes
reinforced

The two alternative schemes ofered by Intra�or HK helped convince the main contractor to
award the group the contract �or the diaphragm
wall construction.
As well as the diaphragm wall, Intra�or HK’s
scope o� work included the construction o� a
911m guide wall using 162 panels o� 800mm,
1000mm and 1500mm. A guide wall is usually
used as temporary works to allow the start o�
excavation �or the diaphragm wall by guiding
the excavation machinery.
The solution developed by Intra�or HK enabled
savings o� 3,500t o� steel and 11,000m3 o� excavation, thus signi�cantly reducing both the
time and cost �or the main contractor.

1

Intra�or HK also carried out proo� tests using
inter�ace coring and �ull coring; other tasks included slurry wall work and cone penetration
tests (CPT).
Overall, t he total excavation quantity was
51,592m3 and the total rein�orcement required
amounted to 12,000t.
Intra�or HK deployed extra resources and worked 24/7 in the heart o� the city to keep to the
tight schedule.
It was the �rst diaphragm wall project that Intra�or HK had ever done with CRBC and the project
involved a lot o� interaction with the client’s
other activities to suit the diferent stages o�
road diversions.
Work started on 7th March 2016 and was success�ully completed on time, on 15th September
2017.

2
1 — Excavation of diaphragm wall
2 — Diaphragm wall cutter

Aerial view of the work site
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TUEN MUN-CHEK LAP KOK
LINK NORTH GANTRY
14

HONG KONG

VSL developed a tailor-made, project-speci�c launching gantry, which enabled the
success�ul construction o� an approximately 5.2km-long dual two-lane sub-sea tunnel
in Hong Kong.

A
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

SPECIALIST EQUIPMENT

TUEN MUN-CHEK LAP KOK LINK – NORTHERN CONNECTION SUB-SEA TUNNEL SECTION

DEVELOPING A TAILOR-MADE
LAUNCHING GANTRY TO ASSEMBLE
THE OVERHEAD VENTILATION
DUCT SLAB OF A DUAL TUNNEL

T

he Tuen Mun-Chek Lap Kok Link
project involves the construction
o� a dual two-lane sub-sea tunnel
running � rom Tuen Mun, in t he
New Territories, to the Hong Kong
Boundary Crossing Facilities (HKBCF). Both road
tunnels are built using tunnel boring machines
(TBM).
As part o� this project VSL has been tasked by
the main contractor with the design, supply,
�abrication, delivery, trial assembly, testing and
commissioning o� an internal slab structure
gantry (ISSG) to install over 5,000 precast slabs
�or the overhead ventilation duct (OHVD) o� the
two tunnels.
Both tunnels are approximately 5.2km long and
consist o� various sections: a North Approach,
with tunnel diameters o� 15.6m and 12.4m,
located between the TBM launching sha� and
the North Ventilation Sha�; a Sub-Sea Section
with a tunnel diameter o� 12.4m extending to the
South Ventilation Sha�; and a South Approach
running �rom there to the HKBCF, where the
TBMs are to be retrieved.
54

The OHVD slabs are precast and pre-tensioned.
They span across the previously cast corbels and
come in three diferent lengths o� 9.8m, 10.4m
and 12.8m. They have a constant width o� 1.93m
but a variable thickness o� 250 to 400mm; they
weigh �rom 11.5 to 23t. The slabs are cast in
the North o� China, in a long-line casting bed
designed by VSL. In addition to the long slabs
there are short slabs o� 2.1 to 4m in length;
three o� those slabs make up one long slab with
openings in between them and span across two
long slabs at regular intervals.

ISSG viewed
�rom the top

DAT E
2016 � 2018
LOCAT ION
Hong Kong
CLIENT
Highways Department,
Hong Kong Government
ENGINEER
AECOM
CONT RACTOR’S
ENGINEER
Arup
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Dragages�Bouygues Joint
Venture (DBJV)

SCOPE OF WORKS
Design, supply, fabrication,
delivery, trial assembly,
testing and commissioning
of a bespoke internal slab
structure gantry (ISSG)
KEY FIGURES
— Approximately 5,000
slabs
— Maximum weight: 23t
(long slabs) and 4.4t
(short slabs)

T he ISSG is a sel�-launching gantry designed
by VSL Hong Kong. It is made up o� a pair o�
longitudinal main beams o� 800mm in depth,
supported by �ront and rear lower crossbeams
spanning 20m. An additional movable crossbeam
enables the launching operations.
Both the rear and movable crossbeams are �tted
with mechanical and hydraulic jacks supported
on t he previously installed slabs; t he �ront
crossbeam is supported on nylon wheels rolling
along the corbels. The outrigger extensions o�
the three crossbeams are telescopic to suit
diferent corbel spacings, ranging �rom 9.0 to
12.5m.
The main beams support a winch trolley li�ing
unit equipped with a chain drive system which
allows moving the slabs along the main beams.
The winch hook block is �tted with a rotation
pin which is �xed to the slab li�ing spreader
beam, allowing rotation, cross�all and gradient
adjustment o� the li�ed slab. The li�ing spreader
beam is directly connected to the slab with a
tailor-made “hammerhead” support system
which carries the slab through �our conical holes
�rom below by bearing.
The ISSG gantry is designed to install �our OHVD
slabs in the same position be�ore launching.
The slabs are delivered by trailer, keeping one
lane o� the tunnel �ree to enable regular tra�c.
A�er picking up the slab and li�ing it up to clear
the tra�c window, the main beams are moved
transversely to the centre, where the slab is
rotated by about 45 degrees; it is also adjusted
in cross�all and gradient to allow it to be li�ed
above the corbels to complete the rotation o�
the slab perpendicularly to the main beams. The
slab is then moved backwards to its �nal position
and lowered onto the corbels.

The installation o� the slabs and the launching o�
the gantry are controlled remotely over a touch
panel. As a special �eature, various sensors have
been installed to enable automatization and
overlapping o� the diferent movements without
relying exclusively on the gantry operator and
minimising the risk o� knocking a slab against
the corbels or the tunnel lining.
Typically, 16 to 20 slabs can be installed per shi�.
Designing this piece o� specialist equipment to
�t in the available headroom was a technical
challenge. Moreover, the construction sequence
involved multiple relocations o� the ISSG �rom
one tunnel to the other, requiring the gantry to
be easily dismantled and re-assembled inside
the tunnel.
VSL’s scope o� works included t he delivery,
assembly and commissioning o� the equipment
on site, including �unction and load testing.

Final rotation o� the slab

A

Afer rotation the slab is moved backwards and placed into its �nal position
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VSL has played key roles in the construction o� some o�
the world’s tallest structures. On top o� our well-known
post-tensioning and heavy lifing services �or recordbreaking structures, we can also develop tailor-made
solutions �or challenging low-rise building projects.
We implement bespoke solutions to cater �or constraints
such as complex site conditions, accelerated schedules,
limited working clearances and more.
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FOUR SEASONS PALACE
1

KUA LA LUMPUR, MA LAYSIA

VSL overcame considerable technical and spatial constraints to achieve rapid completion o� the post-tensioning works �or a 65-storey hotel tower in the busy heart o�
Kuala Lumpur.
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SOUTH EAST ASIA

MA LAY S IA

P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

FOUR SEASONS PALACE

CARRYING OUT
POST-TENSIONING FOR
A PRESTIGIOUS HOTEL

F

our Seasons Place is a 65-foor block
comprising the Four Seasons Private
Residences Kuala Lumpur and the
Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur,
together with basement car parks,
a lobby and podium �or commercial purposes
The new structure is located on Jalan Lumba
Kuda, o� Jalan Ampang, a prime spot right next
to the iconic Petronas Twin Towers, in the heart
o� Kuala Lumpur.
The main contractor – CRCC Malaysia BH, one
o� many construction companies linked to the
Chinese government – needed help with the installation o� the post-tensioning (PT).
VSL carried out the PT works using a tailor-made
approach. The group also assisted and advised
CRCC in all PT-related matters and produced the
PT shop drawings.
Space constraints were a challenge when per�orming the PT works �or the hotel, as it is located
in the very centre o� town. As a solution, much
o� the rebar was pre�abricated be�ore delivery.
The con�ned space also limited the number o�
passenger hoists available, which put pressure

on sta� and meant that e�cient strategies had
to be developed. Notably, each foor had to be divided into several small pours to avoid the need
�or delivery o� ready-mixed concrete during the
hours o� the heaviest tra�c in this very densely
developed area o� town.
VSL also �aced technical constraints during the
works, as the stanchion o� the vertical protection system obstructed the tendon-stressing
operation at the edge o� the building. As a result,
the tendons had to be stressed at a later stage,
once the stanchion had been moved out o� the
way and working plat�orms had been erected.
PT was installed at every foor �rom level 7 to
65. VSL’s GC 6-12 and GC 6-22 components were
used up to level 8 and VSLAB was used �or all
the remaining levels.
In total, 371 tonnes o� 15.2mm-diameter strands
were required �or the works, which started in
November 2015 and were completed in September 2017.

DAT E
2015-2017
LOCAT ION
Kuala Lumpur
OW NER
Venus Assets Sdn Bhd
ARCHIT ECT
NRY Architects Sdn Bhd
ENGINEER
Meinhardt (Malaysia)
Sdn Bhd
MAIN CONT RACTOR
CRCC Malaysia Bhd

SCOPE OF WORKS

Post-tensioning installation
Technical support
Production of post-tensioning shop drawings

B

KEY FIGURES
— 371 tonnes of
15.2mm-diameters
strands
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ADDRESS RESIDENCES
SKY VIEW
2

DUBAI

Using a combination o� a customised boom and derrick system and hydraulic jacks,
VSL success�ully li�s a 220m-high cantilevered sky bridge and skywalk – �eaturing a
restaurant, ballroom and infnity pool – �or an iconic hotel, residential and serviced
apartment complex in Dubai.
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CIV IL WORKS

CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

HEAV Y LIFTING

ADDRESS RESIDENCES SKY VIEW

LIFTING OF A 220M-HIGH SKY
BRIDGE AND A SKYWALK FOR
A NEW HIGHRISE BUILDING

A

ddress Residences Sky View is a hotel, residential and serviced apartment complex in Dubai. T he iconic
building consists o� two towers
connected at a height o� 220m by a
sky bridge that continues onto a skywalk cantilevering out �rom one o� the towers. The linked
roo�ops �eature a restaurant, a ballroom and an
infnity pool, all with striking views o� Downtown
Dubai and the Gul�.
VSL has taken part in the construction o� this
exceptional structure by carrying out the heavy
li�ing o� both the sky bridge and skywalk.
The frst stage o� the project involved the li�ting o� �our cantilever starter trusses – steel
�rameworks weighing up to 400t each – designed
to allow the 1,500t sky bridge to be li�ed into
position and linked to the towers.
A customised boom and derrick system was developed �or li�ing the starter trusses. Each o�
the li�ing assemblies was equipped with two
jacks o� 330t capacity �or li�ing, and with two
jacks o� 380t capacity �or the tie-down, anchoring and tilting o� the �rames.

DAT E
2016 - 2017

Additional hydraulic jacks o� smaller capacities
were used �or the lateral sliding o� the trusses
to place them in their fnal positions.
The li�ing o� the sky bridge took place in May
2017 and required the use o� eight hydraulic
jacks o� 300t capacity. Accuracy was crucial in
ensuring that the 30-hour operation was carried
out sa�ely, particularly as most o� the li�s were
per�ormed just above a metro line located on
one side o� the building.
Moreover, all movements – li�ing, rotating and
sliding – had to be extremely precise and tightly
controlled to avoid damaging the cladding and
glass already installed on the towers.

LOCAT ION
Dubai
OW NER
EMAAR Properties
A RCHIT ECT
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Arabian Construction
Company
ST EEL ST RUCT URE
Eversendai Engineering
LLC

The �rst stage o�
the project involved the lifing o�
�our cantilever
starter trusses to
allow the 1,500t
sky bridge to be
lifed into position and linked to
the towers.

B
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SCOPE OF WORKS

Lifing o� a sky bridge and
a skywalk
KEY FIGURES
— Lifing distance: 220m
— Sky bridge weight: 1,500t
— Skywalk weight : 340t
— Seven lifs giving a
total load o� 3,700t
— Use o� a total o� 20
jacks �rom 10t to 380t
capacity �or the di�erent
phases o� work

T he same care was needed to li�t the 340t
skywalk, which was placed in its fnal position
in August 2017.
The cantilevered structure was installed in two
phases. The outer li�ing points were outside o�
the reach o� the tower cranes available on site
and so a li�ing �rame was mounted on a sliding
mechanism.
A�er installing the strand li�ing jacks and cables,
the �rame was ‘launched’ out o� the side o� the
building by up to 27m by means o� hydraulic
jacks. Once the li�ing points reached their fnal
positions above the assembly area, the cables
were lowered to pick-up the skywalk �rom the
podium level.

1

A�er both li�s were completed, the �rame was
slid back to within the �ootprint o� the building
�or dismantling.

2
1 — Lifing o� the sky bridge in May 2017
2 — The 340t skywalk was lifed in August 2017

The building will become a new landmark in Dubai
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CASABLANCA FINANCE
CITY ’S CFC TOWER
3

CASABLANCA, MOROCCO

Visionary design demands highly adaptable structures. VSL’s construction o� 32,000m2
o� post-tensioned slabs brought considerable added-value to the new CFC headquarters development in Casablanca.

B
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IBERICA, AFRICA,
LATIN AMERICA

MOROCCO

P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

CASABLANCA FINANCE CITY’S CFC TOWER

LAYING DOWN A HUGE AREA OF
SLABS TO BUILD AN ICONIC TOWER

C

asablanca Finance City (CFC) is the
�rst purpose-built �nancial and economic hub in A�rica. T he development has a unique location close to
Europe and it was essential to create
a building that would highlight CFC’s leadership
and give it visibility worldwide.

to enable const ruction o� the architectural
choices that had been made �or the �açade. The
post-tensioned solution adhered to rigid design
restrictions by limiting the de�ormation o� the
slabs to achieve incremental defection ratios
o� less than 1/1,600 (incremental defection/
span length).

Pritzker laureate Morphosis A rchitects was
chosen to execute the design o� the new CFC
tower and ensure its visual legacy �or generations to come.

One o� the �eatures o� the tower that makes it
unique is the incorporation o� inclined columns
that change �rom horizontal to vertical at di�erent levels.

The tower, which is spread over 34 levels – six
underground and 28 above – demanded the best
solution to support a total slab sur�ace area
o� 32,000m2, all wrapped up in an elegant design. The main contractor BYMARO, a prominent
subsidiary o� Bouygues o perating in Morocco,
needed a trusted partner that could deliver the
expertise to help make the architectural vision
come true.
BY MARO brought in VSL’s post-tensioning expertise right �rom the early tender stage as this
technology was the only option �or achieving the
elegant but technically demanding design.Flat
post-tensioned slabs were used both to optimise
the thicknesses o� the slabs and, in particular,
64

General
view o� the
tower under
construction

DAT E
2016 - 2017
LOCAT ION
Casablanca
OW NER
Casablanca Finance City
Authority
DESIGNER
Artelia
CONSULTA NT
AECOM
A RCHIT ECT
Morphosis Architects
MA IN CONT RACTOR
BYMARO

SCOPE OF WORKS
Design of post-tensioning
slab
Supply and installation of
post-tensioning
KEY FIGURES
— 34-level tower
— slab surface area of
32,000m2

This stylish e�ect creates extremely high horizontal deviation �orces that need to be trans�erred sa�ely to the building’s concrete core
throughout all the construction and operational
phases.
The use o� multistrand post-tensioning is the
only way to accommodate high post-tensioning
�orces in small concrete sections; this approach
was there�ore the only solution capable o� trans�erring the horizontal �orces generated by the
inclined columns into the building’s core.
VSL had to accommodate post-tensioning �orces
o� up to 2,350 tonnes in the CFC Tower’s beams
o� 80cm x 80cm.

1

A single multistrand tendon can hold up to ��ty-�ve 0.6" strands encased in PT-Plus™ plastic
or steel ducting. Bonding o� the multistrand tendons �or large structural members in buildings,
such as beams and trans�er girders, is necessary
both due to its durability and the increase o�
resisting capacity in Ultimate Limit State. As per
the construction sequence, a detailed engineering analysis �or the stressing sequence o� these
multistrand tendons was per�ormed and it was
decided to stress them in up to �our phases
be�ore �nal grouting.
Works �or the CFC Tower began in September
2016 and were success�ully completed just a
year later.

2
1 — The �açade system required high restrictions
in Incremental Defection Ratios (maximum o�
1/1,600)
2 — Cantilevers at lower levels, up to 5m

B

Construction o� slabs
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We put as much energy and
enthusiasm into the construction of a
structure as we do into the design process
that gets us to this point.
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MALLEY ICE HOCKEY
STADIUM
4

LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND

VSL expertise has enabled a saving o� two months in the construction o� a 36m-span
post-tensioned slab �or the new Malley Ice Hockey Stadium in Prilly, a suburb o�
Lausanne in Switzerland.
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SWITZERLAND

P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

MALLEY ICE HOCKEY STADIUM

SAVING TIME IN SLAB
BUILDING FOR AN OLYMPIC
ICE HOCKEY STADIUM

T

he municipalities o� Lausanne, Prilly and Renens, the region o� Lausanne and the Swiss State Council
are undertaking a comprehensive
renovation o� the Malley Ice Hockey
Stadium, turning it into a bigger sports venue
capable o� hosting major events.
The new Malley Sports Centre will comprise a
main ice rink with a capacity o� 9,500, accompanying training rinks, a swimming pool, a centre
�or �encing and table tennis, and a restaurant.
The new structure will host ice hockey, fgure
skating and short-track speed skating events
during the Lausanne 2020 Youth Olympics in
January 2020, a competition that will welcome
1,880 athletes �rom all over the world.
The main contractor Induni & Cie SA needed complementary expertise �or the design and development o� a 2,250m2 slab and corresponding
post-tensioning (PT) works �or the training rinks.
It was imperative to respect the tight schedule
put in place ahead o� the Olympics.

the slab �or the ice rink. However, the handling
and transport through the city o� these large
elements would have posed major logistical issues, such as the need �or over-sized transport
and high-capacity cranes. There would also have
been a risk o� signifcant delays.
VSL had already worked with Induni & Cie SA in
the past and proposed an alternative scheme
�or the slab design that removed the logistics
constraints. The proposal was put to the end
client, Steiner SA, which accepted that it would
be a better solution.

DAT E
2017 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Lausanne
OW NER
Municipalities of Lausanne,
Prilly et Renens
ENGINEER
EDMS SA
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Iduni & Cie SA

Installation of anchor
heads and preparation
for stressing

B

The initial design �or the project involved using
36m-long pre�abricated beams to construct
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Alternative design o�
a prestressed foor in
cast-in-situ concrete,
supply and installation o�
post-tensioning, including
recess �ormwork
KEY FIGURES
— 125 tonnes o� strands
— 234 pieces o� anchorages
— 4315m o� duct
— 2 400 hours o�
manpower including
�abrication, tensioning and
injection

VSL designed and developed a post-tensioned
cast-in-situ slab, a solution that optimised structural e�ciency and complied with the high expectations that had been set regarding longterm defections (20mm over the 36m length).
Instead o� transporting pre�abricated beams to
the construction site, the client used VSL’s inhouse engineering service, which allowed the
beams to be �abricated on site.
VSL’s design removed the need �or oversizing o�
the structure �or logistical reasons and avoided
night-time works in an urban area, reducing overall costs by 10% and the execution time by
two months.
The scope o� works included the design and detailing o� the prestressed foor and the supply
and installation o� PT components including recess �ormwork, as well as stressing and grouting.
T he VSL Internal Multistrand Post-Tensioning
system was used �or the project, as well as
125 tonnes o� strands, 234 pieces o� P and GC
6-7/6-37 anchorages and 4,315m o� duct. In total, it took 2,400 hours o� work to carry out the
�abrication, tensioning and grouting, with �ve
sta� permanently present on site.
Works to design the alternative slab structure
began in August 2017 and were completed in
October 2017. PT delivery and installation took
place between November 2017 and May 2018.
The new Malley Ice Hockey Stadium is expected
to open by 2019, and the rest o� the sports
centre will be operational by 2020.

VSL provided a foor design and build solution to address logistical constraints
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1

2
1 — View o� the 2,250m2 cast-in-situ prestressed foor
under construction
2 — GC 6-7/6-37 components used in the slab beams

B

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS

SLS LUX PUERTO
MADERO
5

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

VSL designs and builds post-tensioned slabs, including installation o� the �ull post-tensioning system and grout injection, �or two luxury 31-storey towers in one o� Buenos
Aires’ most exclusive neighbourhoods.

B
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

IBERICA, AFRICA,
LATIN AMERICA

ARGENTINA

P O S T-T E N S I O N I N G

SLS PUERTO MADERO RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

DESIGNING AND BUILDING POSTTENSIONED SLABS FOR TWO
LUXURY RESIDENTIAL TOWERS

S

LS Puerto Madero is a premium residential complex located in Puerto Madero, t he most exclusive
neighbourhood in Buenos Aires. The
complex comprises two 31-storey
towers housing 204 apartments and a hotel
between the towers, with 60 suites designed
by Piero Lissoni. Landscaping is by Enzo Enea
and VMA is the project’s local architect.
The client wanted high-quality buildings and the
resulting design includes challenging �eatures
such as 4m-long balconies. This demanding requirement led to the adoption o� post-tensioned
slabs, to avoid imposing too much weight on
the structure. Rein�orced concrete would have
slowed down the construction process and increased the slab thicknesses.
The main contractor – Caputo SA, a local company that has built many key projects in Buenos
Aires and was recently bought by TGLT – needed
complementary expertise to design and execute
the 15,500m2 o� post-tensioned foors needed
�or each o� the two towers. Caputo SA is a longtime client o� VSL, and VSL has designed and
prestressed more than 600,000m2 o� foors �or
the Puerto Madero neighbourhood since 1997.
VSL had already worked with the structural
72

designer in the early stages o� the project. As
challenges arose, the solutions developed by
VSL enabled the architectural design aims to
be met. VSL was there�ore appointed to provide
technical assistance to the engineering o�ce
while the project continued to be developed, to
help optimise the structure.
VSL’s scope o� works included structural advice
on the slabs as well as provision and installation
o� the �ull post-tensioning (PT) system, including
grout injection.
VSL used 0.6” monostrand grouted strands �or
the post-tensioned slabs. Tubes were incorporated into the slab to reduce its weight through
voids and help achieve the long lengths needed
�or the balconies. In total, 150 tonnes o� strands,
7,200 o� VSL’s S6N anchorages and 140,000
metres o� monostrand ducts were used �or the
project.
The post-tensioning slab cycle was about a week
�aster per foor than �or a regular rein�orced
concrete slab system.

DAT E
2017 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Buenos Aires
OW NER
Related Group
ENGINEER
AHF
DESIGNER
BMA
MA IN CONT RACTOR
CAPUTO SA

SCOPE OF WORKS
Structural advice on the
slabs
Provision and installation
of the full PT system,
including grout injection
KEY FIGURES
— 150t of strands
— 7,200 of VSL’s S6N
anchorages
— 140,000m of monostrand ducts

As t he p roj ect involved t he simultaneous
construction o� two 31-storey buildings, it is
estimated that a saving o� seven months was
achieved. Achieving rapid completion through
the adoption o� PT slabs has a strong impact on
the return on investment �or projects in high-demand urban areas such as Puerto Madero.
Work �or the project started on 7th August 2017
and was completed on 17th October 2018. The
completion o� the entire residential complex is
scheduled �or 2019.

1

2
1 & 2— The towers' design included challenging features such
as 4m-long balconies

B

The project involved the simultaneous construction of two 31-storey buildings
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N O R T H
A M E R I C A

CONSTRUCTION
OF INDUSTRIAL &
ENERGY-PRODUCING
STRUCTURES

Our extensive range o� capabilities, �rom post-tensioning
to construction, enables us to support our clients in building
all kinds o� structures in the felds o� industry and energyproduction. Everything �rom containment structures �or
LNG, water and nuclear projects to industrial �acilities and
renewable energy generators such as wind turbines can be
covered by our services.
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CONSTRUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY-PRODUCING STRUCTURES

ICHTHYS LNG
1

DARW IN, AUST RA LIA

VSL was responsible �or the post-tensioning works �or �our cryogenic tanks that were
built using almost 2,000 tonnes o� strand and VSL’s AF anchorage system at a major
energy �acility at Blaydin Point in Darwin, Australia.
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CIV IL WORKS

SOUTH EAST ASIA

AUSTRALIA

LNG TANKS

ICHTHYS LNG

PROVIDING POST-TENSIONING
AND AF ANCHORAGES FOR FOUR
CRYOGENIC TANKS

T

he Ichthys LNG project is a major
energy project some 220km of the
coast o� Western Australia. According to Inpex, which is running the
project, the development will have
the capacity to produce 8.9 million tonnes o�
LNG per year.
The project includes the construction o� a central processing �acility built at the ofshore site
and �our cryogenic tanks, built onshore at Blaydin Point in the Northern Territory. The scheme
also involves the construction o� 890km o� pipeline connecting the two locations.
T he �our cryogenic tanks comprise two LNG
tanks, each o� 91m diameter with a 35.14m
wall height; one propane tank with an internal
diameter o� 67m and a wall height o� 33.22m;
and one butane tank o� 59m internal diameter
with a 31.12m wall height. Total volume o� the
tanks is 475,000m3 .
The original tank design proposed that the tanks
would be wider at the base, with a decreasing
diameter throughout the wall height. This would
have required a hybrid slip�orm construction me-

thod, in which �ormwork pieces would have been
removed at each level to adjust the diameter as
the wall was built.
The customer – initially a joint venture o� Kawasaki Heavy Industries & Laing O’Rourke, and then
KHI alone – needed to bring in complementary
expertise in structural engineering and so appointed VSL to supply and assist in the post-tensioning (PT) works involved in the construction
o� the tanks. VSL’s own AF anchorage system
was deemed particularly suitable �or the project.
T he AF anchorage was chosen over a typical
L-type dead-end anchorage due to its ability to
reduce overcrowding in the region. This meant
that less rein�orcement was needed, the wall
thickness could be reduced and the tank walls
could be a consistent thickness throughout the
height o� the tank, which simpli�ed the tank design. These solutions helped minimise the cost o�
the project by reducing the volume o� concrete
needed to build the tanks and increasing the
productivity o� the slip�orm operation, by decreasing the labour time required.

DAT E
2013 - 2017
LOCAT ION
Blaydin Point, Darwin
OW NER
Inpex
ENGINEER
KHI/ Laing O’Rourke
DESIGNER
BG&E Pty Ltd / VSL
Australia
CONSULTA NT
BG&E Pty Ltd
MA IN CONT RACTOR
JKC Australia LNG Pty Ltd

C
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Design and engineering
assistance for the whole
PT system, including
the incorporation of AF
anchorages
Supply of PT materials and
specialised equipment
Supervision and quality
assurance for the installation of PT
KEY FIGURES
— Total tanks volume:
475,000m3
— 1,969t of
15.7mm-diameter PT
strand

The scope o� works �or VSL included design and
engineering assistance �or the whole PT system,
including the incorporation o� AF anchorages,
within the LNG tanks. VSL’s role also encompassed the supply o� PT materials such as cast-in
items and tendon ducts, supervision o� the installation and training o� the local labour �orce in
the incorporation o� PT. In addition, VSL carried
out the recording and management o� quality
assurance �or the PT and provided equipment
�or the execution o� the work.
During the process o� pushing strand �or two o�
the tendons in one o� the tanks, it was noticed
that the duct had been damaged during the
concrete pour. Slight de�ormation o� the duct
was preventing the strand �rom being properly
installed.

1

VSL designed a unique coring system to drill
through the damaged duct and the concrete
blockage without compromising the structural
integrity o� the surrounding concrete and rein�orcement. A specialist team �rom Sydney and
Thailand was dispatched to site and the works
were completed efciently, allowing the strand
to be installed promptly and the �ollowing PT
works to proceed smoothly.
T he project used a total o� 1,969 tonnes o�
15.7mm-diameter PT strand �or the horizontal
and vertical tendons.
Work started on 8th July 2013 and was completed on 20th October 2017.

Aerial view of Tank 1
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2
1 & 2 — Trial test of AF anchorage on site

C

CONSTRUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY-PRODUCING STRUCTURES

ASIA-AFRICA-EUROPE-1
SUBMARINE CABLE
SYSTEM
2

LAP SAP WAN, CAPE D’ AGUILAR, HONG KONG

VSL helped install a 350m-long submarine cable using horizontal directional drilling
(HDD) in Hong Kong’s protected Lap Sap Wan Bay. Using this method greatly reduced
the amount of surface disruption and highlighted the technique’s value in countless
scenarios.

C
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GROUND ENGINEERING

NORTH EAST ASIA

HONG KONG

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL
DRILLING

ASIA-AFRICA-EUROPE-1 (AAE1) SUBMARINE CABLE SYSTEM

LAYING A 350M SUBMARINE
CABLE SYSTEM USING HDD

T

he Lap Sap Wan Bay in t he Southern District o� Hong Kong Island
has become a protected area �ollowing decades o� sufering �rom
contamination and marine re�use.
Any new project in the area must now take into
consideration the protection o� the bay’s coral
communities.
Optic Marine Ofshore Ltd needed to bring in
complementary expertise �or the installation
o� a submarine cable system across the protected area. The cable extends about 350m �rom
the beach side o� Lap Sap Wan underneath the
seabed and the coral zone towards the southeast o� the beach in Cape D’Aguilar.
Installing a submarine cable system is always a
delicate operation as the seabed is o�en covered in rocks. Lap Sap Wan’s �oreshore is �ull o�
large boulders that make boat access di�cult
in the shallow water, while land access is complicated by the surrounding steep hillside, which
precluded the use o� vehicles.
In addition, Hong Kong is subject to typhoons
and monsoons that �requently disrupt marine
activities and so the pre�erred seasons o� site
operations are spring and summer.
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Mobilisation �rom the sea could only take place
on the �ew days each month when the high spring
tides coincided with dayshi� working hours.
The contractor hired Intra�or Hong Kong, a VSL
subsidiary, to develop a custom-made solution
that could solve all these problems. Intra�or HK
installed a steel casing using horizontal directional drilling (HDD), a technique that avoids the
sea contamination o� mud drilling and also ofers
other signi�cant bene�ts when �acing changing
ground conditions.
HDD involves the drilling o� a steered pilot hole
along the desired trajectory, which greatly reduces the amount o� disruption at the sur�ace. It
is a trenchless construction technique that can
be used in all geologies �rom hard rock to so�
soil to achieve high degrees o� accuracy, while
seldom requiring any pre-treatment.
Another o� its main �eatures is its ‘steerability’,
which allows HDD holes to avoid both man-made
and natural obstacles.
T he HDD drill hole served as the land�all �or
the AAE-1 cable, as required by the project’s
environmental permit.

DAT E
2017
LOCAT ION
Lap Sap Wan,
Cape D’ Aguilar
OW NER
AAE�1 Consortium �Hong
Kong part – PCCW Global
HK Ltd.�
ENGINEER
SMEC Asia Ltd.
DESIGNER
NEC Corporation
MA IN CONT RACTOR
NEC Corporation

SCOPE OF WORKS
Platform Erection
Horizonzal directional
drilling
Installation of steel casing
Cutting and capping at the
punch�in and punch�out
points
Supply and installation
of messenger nylon rope
inside the drill casing
KEY FIGURES
— 327m actual drilling
length
— 250mm hole diameter
— Ground condition:
50%rock material and
50% soil material

Intra�or HK installed a steel casing o� 126mm
internal diameter as a permanent lining �or the
cable route.
To overcome site constraints and reduce the
cost o� marine plat�orms, Intra�or HK opted to
use the casing drilling method to install the
steel casing, thus eliminating the need to erect
a plat�orm ofshore at the punch-out point. For
the hole punch-in point, Intra�or HK erected a
working plat�orm within the tidal zone. Other
bene�ts o� the approach included avoiding the
need �or back-reaming and all o� the pipe-pulling
stages. The solution that was adopted saved
both time and cost, while �ul�lling the needs o�
the client’s tight programme and budget.

1

Intra�or HK also provided cutting and capping
at the punch-in and punch-out points, as well as
supplying and installing a nylon messenger rope
inside the drill casing to allow the �bre-optic
cable to be pulled through by the client.
The key equipment used to drill the 327m hole
was a 6” Mud Motor with 97/8 ” Tricone Roller Bits.
Works started in late February 2017 and were
completed by early August 2017.
2
1 — Two derrick barges were deployed to retrieve the mud
motor afer punch out
2 — Drilling along the planned trajectory

C
The cable laying barge parked at punch out point �or cable connection/installation
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SLAB PROJECT FOR ZUNYI
TOBACCO’S NEW FACTORY
3

ZUNY I CITY, CHINA

VSL carried out post-tensioning works �or the biggest pour and longest Slab on Grade
project ever executed in China as part o� the construction o� a new tobacco �actory in
Zunyi in Guizhou province. VSL completed the 12 pours �or the 37,000m2 slab in less
than three months.
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VSL TECHNOLOGY

NORTH EAST ASIA

CHINA

SLAB ON GRADE

ZUNYI TOBACCO NEW FACTORY

LAYING DOWN A RECORD –
BREAKING SLAB IN JUST 57 DAYS

T

he proj ect included t he biggest
single pour – 4,400m2 – ever carried
out in China �or an SOG project. VSL's
design and detailing enabled a total
o� 12 pours in just 57 days.
The new ground slab has been built �or the renovation o� the Zunyi tobacco �actory in Guizhou
Province.
The Zunyi tobacco �actory is part o� the operations o� China Tobacco Group Guizhou Company,
one o� the 36 most important enterprises in the
country and a backbone o� the Guizhou cigarette
industry, which remains an important economic
pillar in Zunyi City.
The main contractor – China Railway City Urban
Construction Group – needed complementary
expertise to lay down a huge, durable and crack�ree foor slab with minimal joints, including
carrying out all o� the corresponding post-tensioning (PT) works.
VSL had success�ully completed a very similar
project at the Cheng Cheng Tobacco Factory
in 2016. T his project served as a re�erence
site �or China Tobacco Group, which awarded
a subcontract to VSL to construct the new
37,000m2 SOG �or a workshop �or tobacco cutting and another �or packaging. The 135m-long
SOG is the longest ever built in China.

VSL’s scope o� works included the design o� the
SOG together with the supply and installation o�
the PT system. VSL used its own post-tensioned
Slab on Grade system to per�orm the works.
This solution was chosen over both steel �bre
concrete and traditional rein�orced concrete
slab solutions because it enables the casting
o� a per�ectly fat slab across an enormous foor
area. The fawless appearance o� these crack�ree �actory foors is always much appreciated
by clients
The project involved the installation o� 680 sets
o� VSlab S6-3 and 290 sets o� S6-4 anchorages
– including anchor heads, wedges and grout caps
– as well as the concrete placement. In total, the
work required the use o� 135 tonnes o� strands
(to AST M 1860MPa, diameter 15.24mm); and
17,000m o� S6-3 steel corrugated ducting; and
17,300m o� size S6-4.
Grouting additives were needed: the project used
4,000 litres o� BASF SPP8-S as well as 25kg
o� CP Kelco KC DG-F and 50 tonnes o� locally
supplied cement.
The slab has been designed �or a uni�orm distributed load o� 2t/m2, with 4kg o� PT used per
square metre o� the slab.
Work started on 20th August 2017 and was completed on 20th October 2017.

DAT E
2017
LOCAT ION
Zunyi City, Guizhou Province
OW NER
China Tobacco Guizhou
Company
DESIGNER
SIPPR Engineering Group
MAIN CONT RACTOR
China Railway City Urban
Construction Group

SCOPE OF WORKS

Design of the SOG
Supply and installation of
the post-tensioning system
KEY FIGURES
— 135m-long SOG; the
longest ever built in China
— Slab area of 37000m2
— 135 tonnes of strands
— 680 sets of VSlab S6-3
— 290 sets of S6-4
anchorages
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We think about every aspect and
person involved in a project. This is why
putting sa�ety frst on VSL worksites is
non�negotiable.
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CONSTRUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY-PRODUCING STRUCTURES

PTT LNG PHASE II
4

MAP TA PHUT, T HAILAND

VSL carried out the civil works for two 160,000m3 LNG storage tanks in Map Ta Phut,
Thailand, speeding up the building time by four months.
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CIV IL WORKS

SOUTH EAST ASIA

THAILAND

LNG TANKS

PTT LNG PHASE II

SAVING FOUR MONTHS IN THE
CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE FOR
TWO LNG TANKS

D

emand �or lique� ied nat ural gas
(LNG) is rising rapidly and Thailand
has recently launched a project to
upgrade the Map Ta Phut �acility,
which is located 220km southeast o� Bangkok.
The expansion o� the LNG receiving terminal is
designed to double the capacity o� the existing
plant, by providing upgrades to the unloading
jetty, storage tanks, regasi�cation plant and
load-out �acilities.
Phase II o� the project has added two 160,000m³
LNG tanks, each 84 m in diameter, w it h a
1.5m-thick base slab, 40m-high walls and a domed roo�.
T he main contractor – IHI Corporation, a Japan-based multinational – was looking �or an established partner that could per�orm the tanks’
civil and post-tensioning (PT) works on time, to
high sa�ety and quality standards.
VSL had success�ully carried out three similar
projects in Singapore. Furthermore, the company
has a strong presence in Thailand and has delivered a number o� high-pro�le projects there.
86

As a result, VSL was chosen to build the two LNG
tanks at Map Ta Phut. It was able to accelerate
the work, cutting 2.5 months �rom the original
8.5-month programme duration �or the base
slab and wall elements o� the works. A �urther
1.5-month saving was achieved �or the inner ring
beam, top ring beam and roo�.
A work�orce o� over 1,000 was mobilised on site,
bring together people �rom Thailand and �rom all
over the world to achieve the accelerated programme that had been requested by the client.
In addition, VSL met stringent site constraints
and success�ully addressed the sa�ety issues
that arose �rom building on the site o� an operational gas plant.
The scope o� works included the supply and operation o� tower cranes, concrete placing booms,
concrete pumps, a personnel hoist, base slab
�ormwork and a wall j ump-�orm system. VSL
also carried out excavation work, the trimming
and extension o� piles and the construction o�
elevated base slabs as well as the construction
o� the rein�orced and post-tensioned walls, the
top ring and inner ring beams and the rein�orced
concrete roo�s.

DAT E
2014 - 2016
LOCAT ION
Map Ta Phut
OW NER
PTT LNG Co., Ltd.
ENGINEER / DESIGNER /
CONSULTA NT
Tokyo Gas Engineering
Co., Ltd.
MA IN CONT RACTOR
IHI Corporation

SCOPE OF WORKS
Supply and operation of
tower cranes, concrete
placing booms, concrete
pumps, man hoist, base
slab form work and wall
jump form system
Excavation, trimming and
extension of piles
Construction of elevated
base slabs

VSL incorporated its AF anchors into the system
used �or the vertical PT tendons, as they ofered
technical advantages and programme savings,
and allowed �or an easier and sa�er installation
method. The use o� this solution was key in expediting the time required �or this section o�
the work.
A total o� 37,000m3 o� concrete, 7,500 tonnes o�
rebar and 1,450 tonnes o� PT were incorporated
into the construction o� the tanks.

1

T he works began on 8t h April 2014 and were
completed on 26th September 2016.

Construction of reinforced
and post-tensioned walls
Construction of top ring
and inner ring beams
Construction of reinforced
concrete roof
KEY FIGURES
— 37,000m3 of concrete
— 7,500t of rebar
— 1,450t of PT

2
1 — Base slab construction
2 — Tank under construction

C

Aerial view of the two 160,000m3 LNG tanks
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N O R T H
A M E R I C A

ASSET
PRESERVATION,
STRUCTURAL
REPAIRS &
UPGRADING
VSL supports owners, concession holders and asset managers
throughout the life cycle of their assets, whether these
are bridges, underground structures, buildings or energyproducing and industrial facilities. VSL delivers sustainable
solutions to preserve value and ensure the safety of users.
This includes tailored services ranging from specialised
maintenance with inspection and assessment, monitoring,
and the implementation of preventive measures through to
major repair and upgrading works.
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D ASSET PRESERVATION, STRUCTURAL REPAIRS & UPGRADING

CITY LINK-TULLA
WIDENING
1

MELBOURNE, AUST RA LIA

VSL used a wide variety o� techniques to carry out the repair and strengthening o�
three bridges as part o� a widening project to boost access to Melbourne Airport in
the Tullamarine area o� Victoria, Australia.
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REPA IRS & RETRO FIT

SOUTH EAST ASIA

AUSTRALIA

BRIDG E REPA IR & STRENGTHENING

CITYLINK-TULLA WIDENING

REPAIRING AND STRENGTHENING
THREE COMPLEX BRIDGES

T

he CityLink-Tulla widening project
is part o� a $230 m design and
construct contract to improve tra��c to and �rom Melbourne’s airport
by integrating a key intersection with the M80
Ring Road.
The project involved the upgrade o� three bridges
to add an additional lane to both carriageways
on each structure. The bridges, which are located
approximately 25km north o� Melbourne’s central business district, were built between 1967
and 1998.
The main contractor �or the project works was
Lendlease Engineering, who engaged VSL Australia to carry out the complex and intricate
rehabilitation works utilising its specialist engineering, certi�ed post-tensioning system and
local engineered product range. The subcontract
works included the scanning and coring, supply,
install, stress and grout the post-tensioning (PT)
components on Bridge 162 on Melbourne Drive,
Bridge 140 on the Collector Distributor Bridge
over Mickleham Road On-ramp and Bridge 164
on Mickleham Road.
The bridges required a variety o� strengthening
techniques and applications, including the addition o� vertical web shear PT rods, external multi-strand post-tensioned tendons and external
VSL post-tensioned bars.

The work was divided into a series o� stages in
line with the project’s challenging delivery schedule, which was aimed at mitigating trafc issues.
VSL’s scope o� works �or the web shear strengthening included:
• scanning the structure to detect and locate
rein�orcement and tendons, using ground-penetrating radar (GPR) scanners;
• the drilling, coring and recessing o� vertical
33mm-diameter holes up to 1.1m long through
the deck;
• the supply, installation, stressing and grouting
o� external multi-strand PT and 56mm-diameter VSL CT bar tendons;
• engineering assistance �or the development
and incorporation o� the strengthening system;
• provision o� elevated work access systems and
all the specialist plant needed �or the operation o� the scanning and coring equipment.

DAT E
2017 � 2018
LOCAT ION
Tullamarine
OW NER
VIC Roads
DESIGNER
Arcadis / WSP / Parsons
Brinckerhof
MA IN CONT RACTOR
Lendlease

Challenges on t he project included t he age
and accuracy o� the in�ormation available on
the existing structures, which varied in design
and nature. Some were o� voided slab construction, others were solid. In addition, there was a
congested arrangement o� cast-in items that had
to be preserved in the critical zones requiring
strengthening.
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SCOPE OF WORKS
Scanning for reinforcement and tendon
detection and locating
using GPR
Drilling, coring and
recessing of vertical
holes for the installation
of vertical PT web shear
strengthening
Supply, installation, stressing and grouting of
external multi-strand PT
and PT bar tendons
Engineering assistance
for the development
and incorporation of the
strengthening system
Provision of elevated
work access systems and
all the specialist plant
needed for the operation
of the scanning and coring
equipment
KEY FIGURES
— 4 GC6-42 internal
multi-strand tendons
— 60 CTS 46mm-diameter
external PT longitudinal
bar tendons
— 6 CTS 56mm-diameter
external PT longitudinal
bar tendons
— 269 CTA 26mm-diameter internal PT vertical
web shear bars

The solution required the accurate detection
and location o� existing steel rein�orcement and
PT tendons, �ollowed by the coring, installation
and stressing o� vertical PT bars through the
existing 1.1m-deep deck. The work varied depending on the nature o� the existing structure.
VSL’s approach was to scan both the top and the
so�t o� the deck and overlay the scans in order
to identi�y gaps in the matrix o� cast-in items
through which a vertical hole could be plotted.
Once this was identi�ed, a pilot hole was drilled
and cored, and the top and bottom 50mm were
recessed to accommodate bearing plates and
anchorages within the deck section. Where a bar
needed to pass through a voided slab, the core
hole was lined with an epoxy coating to ensure
adequate cover to the existing rein�orcing steel.
The techniques and applications provided by VSL
ofered a superior solution in terms o� constructability, quality and project delivery.
Additional challenges included working at height
over tra�c lanes, overhead working �or coring
and the mixing and application o� epoxies in all
weather conditions.
In total, t he project used �our VSL GC6-42
internal mult i-st rand tendons, 60 VSL CTS
46mm-diameter external PT longitudinal bar
tendons (634 linear metres in total), six VSL
CTS 56mm-diameter external PT longitudinal
bar tendons (107 linear metres in total) and 269
VSL CTA 26mm-diameter internal PT vertical web
shear bars (1.1m long).
Works began on 7th December 2017 and were
completed in November 2018.

Vertical VSL CTA26 prestressing bars in cored holes showing �tment recesses in soft
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GPR scanning o� bridge deck �or coring
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COMPLEX SLAB
REPAIRS AT
BANKSMEADOW
WAREHOUSE
2

SY DNEY, AUST RA LIA

VSL provided an all-in-one solution, using an integrated engineering approach, �or the
repair o� a large section o� slab on grade that had collapsed at a container distribution
warehouse in Banksmeadow near Sydney, Australia.
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SOUTH EAST ASIA

AUSTRALIA

S LAB REPAIR WORKS

ROTH PRESTRESSED SLAB ON GRADE REPAIR

CARRYING OUT REPAIR WORKS
FOR A ‘SLAB ON GRADE’

V

SL worked in Banksmeadow, Sydney,
to carry out slab repair works at a
container distribution warehouse
that is leased by Rot h Industrial
Pty Ltd to Toll, a major transport and �reight
organisation in Australia.
The �acility’s external post-tensioned ‘slab on
grade’ – ground-level slab – is subjected to the
heavy wheel loads and turning �orces o� 70t
�orkli�s, operating to a challenging 24/7 schedule. Subgrade erosion had caused a section o�
the slab to �ail and collapse. Movement o� the
slab was ‘pumping’ water and subgrade materials up through the cracks and jointing in the
concrete.
As a result, the client was experiencing signi�cant operational issues with the �orkli�s due
to excessive wear to suspension systems and
bearings.
The slab’s movement under load indicated a large
and growing cavity beneath, raising concerns �or
the structural integrity and sa�ety. Drivers were
apprehensive about driving over the slab, and
it was slowing up the typical times �or critical
operations. The deteriorated area o� slab was
adjacent a major thorough�are giving access to
the main weighbridge.
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The cause o� the excessive quantities o� water
was unknown. The client had carried out some
previous repairs including the removal and the
grouting-up o� the expansion joints. But it needed to bring in complementary expertise �or the
work to stabilise the problem area, optimise the
usability and sa�ety o� the zone, minimise maintenance and servicing costs on the operating
equipment and prevent any �urther deterioration
o� the slab.
VSL had designed and installed the post-tensioning (PT) works �or the original slab in 2007 and
had excellent knowledge o� the structure. The
group was there�ore appointed to investigate,
engineer, design and execute a remediation plan.
VSL started by identi�ying and resolving the
cause o� the washout – which turned out to be
the drainage system – and then went on to engineer a new structural solution to reinstate the
slab’s original behaviour and capacity.
T he solution developed by VSL required the
existing slab to be demolished, the subgrade
replaced and a new slab installed, complete with
replacement expansion joints.

DAT E
2018
LOCAT ION
Sydney
OW NER
Roth Industrial Pty Ltd
ENGINEER / DESIGNER
VSL Australia Pty Ltd
CONSULTA NT
Cardno
MA IN CONT RACTOR
VSL Australia Pty Ltd

SCOPE OF WORKS
Investigations
Scanning and identifcation o� the locations o�
existing services and PT
Design o� a replacement
slab in rein�orced concrete
Demolition o� existing slab
by hydro demolition
Truncating o� tendons
Saw-cutting, demolition
and disposal o� material
Supply, replacement
and connection o� new
subgrade drainage pipes
Supply and compaction o�
new subgrade material
Replacement with a new
rein�orced concrete slab
Grout injection o� surrounding subgrade slab voids
& crack injection in the
adjacent slabs
KEY FIGURES
— 151m2 (20m3) o� slab
— Replacement o� 15m3
o� subgrade
— 19 tendons truncated

The work involved 151m2 (20m3) o� slab and
the replacement o� 15m3 o� subgrade. VSL had
to truncate a total o� 19 tendons, comprising
5x15.2mm-diameter mono strands.
T his solution was very cost-efective and reliable. Hydro-demolition proved to be a �aster
and more accurate means o� exposing the tendons embedded in concrete than manual techniques using hand-held concrete breakers.
VSL’s scope o� works included:
• investigations into the cause o� the subgrade
wash-out, including the use o� CCTV to view
the state o� the existing subgrade drainage
systems;
• design o� a replacement slab in rein�orced
concrete;
• scanning and identi�ying the locations o� existing services and post-tensioning;
• demolishing the existing slab area using hydro
demolition and truncating o� tendons;
• saw-cutting, demolition and disposal o� material;
• supply, replacement and connection o� new
subgrade drainage pipes (each o� 250 mm
diameter);
• supply and compaction o� new subgrade material;
• replacement with a new rein�orced concrete
slab;
• grout injection o� surrounding subgrade slab
voids;
• crack injection in the adjacent slabs.

1

2
1 — Prepared subgrade of demolished slab area
2 — Steel reinforcement of new replacement slab

The work began on 31st January 2018 and was
completed on 1st July 2018.

Finished replacement slab
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BRINGING
A BUILDING BACK
TO LIFE
SWITZERLAND
How can a building with signifcant structural de�ects be made usable again?
VSL has taken up the challenge o� rehabilitating the headquarters o� Swiss
company FORS, providing the client with a turnkey solution under a design &
build contract.

D ASSET PRESERVATION, STRUCTURAL REPAIRS & UPGRADING

INSPECTION OF
NIDAU-BÜREN CANAL
BRIDGE
3

STUDEN–BRÜGG, SW ITZERLAND

VSL carried out investigative works on the prestressing tendons and anchorages of the
Nidau-Büren Bridge, a prestressed concrete structure that was built in Studen–Brügg
in 1955 using a now-obsolete system. VSL drew on all of its engineering capacity and
know-how to help bring the historic structure back to its original performance level.
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CENTRAL EUROPE
& MIDDLE EAST

SWITZERLAND

BRIDGE INSPECTION

NIDAU-BÜREN CANAL BRIDGE

CARRYING OUT INSPECTION ON A
60-YEAR-OLD POST-TENSIONED
BRIDGE

N

idau Bridge was built in 1955, and, as
such, is part o� a group o� more than
hal� a century old post-tensioned
concrete bridges that the Swiss public in�rastructure owner have to inspect regularly. This generation o� trafc loading has been
exposed to an increase in road trafc over time.
The bridge carries a major access road to the
city o� Biel and crosses the shipping channel o�
the river Aare. It was built using a combination
o� post-tensioning (PT) systems including the
Baur-Leonhardt-Stressing-System, an innovative PT system that was used at the time on
a number o� bridges in Switzerland and Germany. Knowledge o� such vintage PT systems
is scarce today and the client needed to bring in
a specialist company to carry out a meaning�ul
assessment o� the condition o� the Baur-Leonhardt-Stressing-System. The structure and its
PT system had already undergone some repair
works in the past which rendered the task even
more difcult.
VSL was commissioned to develop a suitable
method to investigate the current condition o�
the prestressing tendons and anchorages on
the bridge.
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The scope o� works has included the creation o�
a proposal �or the inspection methods �ollowed
by the inspection itsel� and the production o�
condition reports. VSL applied an innovative
non-destructive testing method based on advanced georadar measurement protocol to obtain a damage map o� the entire bridge deck. The
map identi�es areas where the water proo�ng
has been breached or which exhibit high levels
o� chloride contamination. The results served to
appraise the overall risk o� corrosion damage
to the PT tendons and to determine the best
location �or inspection windows to access tendons and anchorages �or subsequent detailed
visual inspection while minimising damage to
the structure.
Only a single night o� trafc restrictions had to
be put in place while the georadar recordings
were taken. The rest o� the works were carried
out under trafc, by closing one lane o� trafc
at a time.
In addition to the overall scanning o� the 1600m2
o� bridge deck, additional inspection areas at
the webs o� the longitudinal girders, as well as
the tendon deviator blocks, were scanned with
a higher resolution to identi�y local de�ects in
the tendon system.

DAT E
2017
LOCAT ION
Bienne/Biel
OW NER
Civil engineering
Department Canton Bern
MA IN CONT RACTOR
VSL Switzerland

SCOPE OF WORKS
Proposal �or the inspec�
tion methods
Inspection and production
o� condition reports
Openings o� the road
sur�ace �or the inspection
o� deck tendons, anchor
heads, anchor blocks and
�or chloride extraction
points
Production o� damage
maps making use o� ad�
vanced georadar scanning
and processing methods
KEY FIGURES
— 1600m2 o� deck map�
ping using georadar with
700m2 in high resolution
— 1 longitudinal georadar
profle along tendons
— 5 high resolution geo�
radar scans in anchorage
areas
— Opening and reinsta�
tement o� 10 inspection
windows

Following the initial assessment o� scanning results, openings were made only in critical areas
to �acilitate the detailed visual inspection o� the
tendons.
This two-phase approach allowed to maximise
the reliability o� inspection results while minimising the number o� inspection openings and
there�ore undesirable damage to the structure.
Inspection windows were closed, including �ull
sealing and water proo�ng o� those located in
the road sur�ace.
T he georadar investigations �or t he project
began during September 2017; analysis o� the
measurements and creation o� the reports was
completed at the end o� October 2017.

1

2
1 — Area for high resolution scan
2 — Raw data recording

An under-bridge truck crane was used to carry out the inspection under the deck
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INSPECTIONS: THE KEY
TO RISK MANAGEMENT
Ensuring that structures are well preserved and kept fully operational - and
ultimately, that users are always safe - is an enormous challenge for owners
and concession holders. Having full knowledge about the current condition
and possible deterioration mechanisms is key to deciding what needs to be
done by way of both short- and long-term measures. Inspections are vital for
establishing a detailed action plan that anticipates future needs and how the
condition is evolving in order to minimise overall life-cycle costs.
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A combination o� an ever-increasing port�olio o�
ageing assets and continuously increasing tra�c
fow reminds the industry that engaging in precautionary preservation and repair works is an essential investment. That said, it’s not always easy or
intuitive to know what has to be done, and when
or how to anticipate the necessary budgets and
timescales.
This is where VSL as a specialist is able to o�er
an inspection, assessment and repair methodology
that helps you to �utureproo� your asset by identi�ying and addressing structural issues early.
The aim o� inspections and assessments is to
remove any uncertainty surrounding an asset’s
health as early into its li�e cycle as possible. A
sound understanding o� structural behaviour, ageing mechanisms and critical structural components such as post-tensioning systems, bearings
and joints is an essential prerequisite �or a success�ul inspection campaign.
VSL combines its in-house expertise with external
consultants in order to deliver turnkey inspection,
assessment and design & build services directly to
owners and concession holders. By combining the
expertise o� a specialist contractor with that o�
structural engineers, non-destructive testing specialists and durability experts, this approach enables VSL to provide best-�or-project solutions. Owners bene�t by getting the best value �or money
based on sound assessment and �act-based estimations o� the residual li�e o� the structure and
get help in developing the most e�cient repair
strategy minimising overall li�e-cycle costs.
An inspection is a condition survey o� a part o� a
structure at a de�ned moment in time. It can occur
as part o� a regular scheduled inspection campaign
under a global maintenance plan, in preparation �or
upgrading works or a�er an incident. VSL always
seeks to optimise the extent o� inspection works
by per�orming an audit o� the as-built documentation and an initial site visit. Detailed inspection
campaigns, in particular �or critical structural components such as post-tensioning tendons, stay

cables, bearings and joints, are developed by combining non-destructive testing (NDT) and damage
mapping with partially intrusive methods. Engineering judgement is used to minimise the impact
on the structure and its operation.
Inspection works are complemented by assessments consisting o� an evaluation o� the structure against requirements o� current and �uture
use together with con�ormance to current design
codes based on inspection �ndings. It is not only
important to per�orm an assessment in the event
o� problems observed during inspection or in preparation o� any repair or upgrading scheme, but also
every time a change occurs (change o� use, change
o� loading, change o� code) in order to manage risk.
VSL has been positioned at the �ore�ront o� the
industry �or 60 years as a builder and engineer. It
o�ers its services as a partner �or owners, concession holders and operators and as a specialist in
asset preservation, structural repairs & upgrading,
based on its extensive experience with structural
systems and technologies �or bridges, underground
structures and buildings.
VSL operates as a contractor and manages all
aspects o� a repair project, �rom initial inspection
through to assessment, design, constructability,
access and methods requirements �or the works,
as well as per�orming the works with a high level o�
in-house specialist teams and a competitive supply
chain. Being local through its worldwide �ootprint
and accessing global know-how and resources,
VSL ensures you obtain the best value �or money
throughout the li�e cycle o� your asset.

A

By investing in a repair and maintenance plan
that is based on experience and proven technical
advances in the �eld, you can avoid the stress and
uncertainty o� dealing with urgent and unexpected
damage, which results �ar too o�en in tra�c
restrictions, road closures, user dissatis�action, or
even tragic accidents resulting in injuries or even
worse, loss o� human lives.
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EXE VIADUCT
4

TOPSHAM, UNIT ED KINGDOM

VSL carried out bridge inspection, repairs and strengthening works �or Exe Viaduct, a
key bridge on a major motorway in England, in Topsham, Devon, United Kingdom.
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REPA IRS & RETRO FIT

UNIT ED KING DOM,
CANADA, INDIA

UNITED KINGDOM

BRIDG E REPA IR & STRENGTHENING

EXE VIADUCT

BRIDGE REPAIR & STRENGTHENING
SOLUTIONS IN A HEAVILY
CONSTRAINED ENVIRONMENT

T

he Exe V iaduct, w hich was built
in 1976, is a critical bridge in the
highway network o� the UK that carries the M5 motorway, a key route
linking the South West to the rest o� England.
The M5 gives direct access to Bristol and Birmingham and provides direct links to other motorways heading to the North West o� England
and to London and the rest o� the South East.
The viaduct had developed age-related structural de�ciencies, including the rupture o� strands
in its existing external post-tensioning (PT)
cables. It also lacked compliance with today’s
design codes.
The owner, Highways England, needed specialist help a�er �nding PT de�ects during routine
inspections in order to sa�eguard the structure
while minimising disruption to the trafc, the
local population, and the surrounding nature
reserve, which is classi�ed as a Site o� Special
Scienti�c Interest (SSSI). T he viaduct’s south
abutment is located within the boundaries o�
the nature reserve and so speci�c environmental
protection measures were put in place to ensure
that the works would have no impact on the
wildli�e there.
VSL had not worked �or Highways England be�ore, but the solutions brought by VSL as a spe-

cialist contractor coupled with an understanding
o� the client’s concerns enabled VSL to provide
a rapid response.
VSL was initially hired to carry out post-tensioned special inspections (PTSI), and then to
design and implement the rein�orcement and
repair works on the viaduct deck, working with
Kier Highways as principal contractor.
VSL started by carrying out the PTSI and per�orming Vibratest® measurements o� the �orces on
the existing external PT cables. Following this
initial examination, Highways England decided to
initiate a structural integrity check o� the viaduct deck, which was provided by VSL together
with Tony Gee and Partners; this highlighted
the need �or additional works to sa�eguard the
structure.

DAT E
2017 - 2018
LOCAT ION
Topsham, Devon
OW NER
Highways England
DESIGNER
Tony Gee and Partners

PRINCIPA L
CONT RACTOR
Kier Highways Limited

VSL was subsequently awarded the design and
installation o� the sa�eguarding works on the
two end spans o� the bridge deck (spans 1 and
11). The solution developed by VSL consisted o�
installing two longitudinal external PT cables on
each o� the box girder webs.
These cables were installed on the outer web
�aces, with the active anchor at the abutment
end and the passive anchor 4m a�er the �rst
pier.
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SCOPE OF WORKS

Specialist investigation
and testing including
PT inspection, Vibratest
(R) force measurement,
concrete testing, rebar
inspection and mapping
Design and engineering
of the reinforcement and
repair works
Reinforcement and repair
works including concrete
repair works and the
installation of additional
external and internal
post-tensioning cables
Asbestos removal
KEY FIGURES
— 470m3 of micro-concrete
— 50t of PT steel
— 70t of rebar
— 2,300m2 of formwork
— 1,630m2 of suspended
working platforms

The cables have been anchored to the web with
external blisters that were cast in situ. T he
trans�er o� shear �rom the blister to the web
was achieved by a combination o� drilled dowel
bars and active nailing using transverse PT bars
anchored on the inner �ace o� the web.
The design check revealed that the original PT
cables were not su�cient to assure structural
compliance with updated load models o� today’s
design codes. VSL was there�ore requested to
present a rein�orcement solution that could
bring all 11 spans up to current standards. The
proposed solution was to upgrade the structure by adding longitudinal bonded PT tendons.
In each box girder, �our concrete beams (ribs)
have been cast on the bottom slab. Inside each
beam, VSL installed a 6-12 PT cable.
Due to site constraints, VSL had to pour the ribs
inside the viaduct girder, using fexible pumping
lines that were up to 180m long. VSL success�ully handled the operations and carried out
these activities inside the 770m-long viaduct
box girder, which was classi�ed as a ‘con�ned
space’, posing additional sa�ety requirements.
The only access points �or personnel, materials
and equipment were the manholes located at
each extremity, on the north and south abutments. The complexity o� the works was �urther
increased by the need to ensure the health and
sa�ety o� personnel at all times while working
close to the existing PT cables, as well as dealing with the presence o� asbestos in some o�
the materials used at the time o� construction
which had to be disposed o� prior to commencing
any works.
In areas where rebar corrosion had occurred due
to drainage de�ciencies and subsequent chloride

Installation o� the suspended working plat�orms
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pollution, a cathodic protection system was installed using embedded sacri�cial anodes.
T his project highlighted the responsiveness
and resource�ulness o� VSL, which was able to
develop and implement appropriate solutions
and techniques in line with the client’s expectations regarding both the initial repair and the
�ollow-on work. VSL was able to identi�y techniques that minimised the disruptions during the
repair and rein�orcement works.
Disruption to tra�c on the busy M5 motorway
was avoided through bespoke solutions �or temporary works and the use o� plat�orms that were
suspended under the deck and installed by rope
access techniques.
All works were developed and carried out by the
VSL UK team with the support o� VSL's network
o� experts in repairs.
VSL’s works began on 1st April 2017 and were
completed in August 2018.

Works inside the 770m-long viaduct box girder, which was classi�ed as a ‘con�ned space’
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REPAIRING A HIGHWAY
BRIDGE OPEN TO TRAFFIC
EXETER, UNITED KINGDOM
VSL UK worked in close partnership with asset owner Highways England to
conduct investigations on a bridge and ofer a one-stop solution, �rom detailed
assessment through to repairs works execution. VSL’s proposal also addressed
complex challenges arising �rom strict environmental constraints and the need
to keep the road open �or the �ull duration o� the works.
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OUR NETWORK

VSL IS NEAR YOU
HEADQUARTERS

ASIA

VSL International Ltd.
Wankdorfallee, 5
CH-3014 BERN
Switzerland
Phone: +41 58 456 30 00
info@vsl.com

BRUNEI
VSL Systems (B) SDN. BHD.*
BANDAR SERI BEGAWAN
Phone: +673 238 0153

MYANMAR
VSL Myanmar Co., Ltd.
YANGON
Phone: +95 92 500 12611

CHINA PRC
VSL Engineering Corp., Ltd.
(China)
HEFEI
Phone: +86 551 382 29 18

PHILIPPINES
VSL Philippines Inc.
MANDALUYONG CITY
Phone: +632 571 6203

AMERICAS
ARGENTINA
VSL Sistemas Especiales de
Construcción Argentina S. A.
BUENOS AIRES
Phone: +54 11 5272 87 52
CANADA
Vorspann Systems Ltd
TORONTO
Phone: +1 416 631 5069
CHILE
VSL Sistemas Especiales de
Construcción S.A.
SANTIAGO
Phone: +56 2 2571 67 00

MEXICO
VSL Corporation Mexico S.A. de C.V.
MEXICO
Phone: +52 55 55 11 20 36
PERU
VSL Peru S.A.C
LIMA
Phone: +51 14 363 564
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Structural Technologies *
BALTIMORE, MD
Phone: +1 410 850 7000

HONG KONG
VSL Hong Kong Ltd.
CHAI WAN
Phone: +852 2590 22 88
INDIA
VSL India Private Ltd.
CHENNAI
Phone: +91 44 4225 11 11
INDONESIA
JAKARTA
Phone: +62 21 570 07 86
JAPAN
VSL Japan Corporation *
TOKYO
Phone: +81 3 3346 8913

COLOMBIA
VSL Sistemas Especiales de
Construcción S.A.S.
BOGOTA
Phone: +571 226 6230

MALAYSIA
VSL Engineers (M) Sdn. Bhd.
KUALA LUMPUR
Phone: +60 3 7981 4742

SOUTH KOREA
DAOR E&C CO., LTD*
SEOUL
Phone: +82 2 2041 7760
SINGAPORE
VSL Singapore Pte. Ltd.
SINGAPORE
Phone: +65 6559 12 22
THAILAND
VSL (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
BANGKOK
PHONE: +66 2 679 76 15 – 19
VIETNAM
VSL Vietnam Ltd.
HANOI
Phone: +84 24 3976 5088
HO CHI MINH CITY
Phone: +84 28 3810 6817

AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA
VSL Construction Solutions
(Pty) Ltd *
JOHANNESBURG
Phone: + 27 10 492 1811

TUNISIA
VSL Switzerland Tunisia Branch
TUNIS
Phone: +216 70 728 473

AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
VSL Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: +61 2 9484 5944
MIDDLE EAST

EUROPE
CZECH REPUBLIC
VSL Systémy /CZ/, s.r.o.
PRAGUE
Phone: +420 2 51 09 16 80
FRANCE
VSL France S.A.
(Bouygues TPRF) *
LABÈGE
Phone: +33(0)5 33 65 96 59
NETHERLANDS
Heijmans Infra B.V.*
ROSMALEN
Phone: +31 (0)73 543 60 40
POLAND
VSL Polska Sp.o.o.
WARSAW
Phone: +48 22 849 22 09

PORTUGAL
VSL Sistemas Portugal SA
PAÇO DE ARCOS
Phone: +351 21 445 83 10
SPAIN
VSL Construction Systems SA
BARCELONA
Phone: +34 93 289 23 30
SWITZERLAND
VSL (Switzerland) Ltd.
BERN
Phone: +41 58 456 30 00
UNITED KINGDOM
VSL System (UK) Ltd
LONDON
Phone: +44 020 740 11 321

SULTANATE OF OMAN
VSL Muscat LLC
MUSCAT
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

STATE OF QATAR
VSL Middle East (Qatar) LLC
DOHA
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
VSL Middle East LLC
DUBAI
Phone: +971 4 885 7225
Vorspann System Intrafor
Contracting Llc
ABU DHABI
Phone: +971 4 885 7225

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
VSL Saudi Arabia LLC
RIYADH
Phone: +966 11 460 2866

SPECIALISED SUBSIDIARIES
Intrafor Hong Kong Ltd.
CHAI WAN, HONG KONG
Phone: +852 2590 2288

FT Laboratories Ltd.
PING CHE, HONG KONG
Phone: +852 2758 48 61

* VSL Licensees
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The success of our projects is the
result of our collective passion, skill,
knowledge, and innovative approach. We
are proud to be a forward-thinking and
collaborative enterprise.”
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